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Let F be a finite normal extension of a field C and let g be its Galois group

of automorphisms. In the classical theory of simple algebras, it is shown that

the Brauer group 33(F) of all simple algebras over C split by F is isomorphic

(canonically) with the second cohomology group H2(F*, g) of g with coeffi-

cients in the multiplicative group F* of the nonzero elements of F.

If F is a purely inseparable extension of exponent 1 of C, then it was

shown by N. Jacobson that a Galois theory for such extension is obtained by

replacing the Galois group of automorphism of F by the restricted Lie-

algebra =C of all derivations of F over C. Recently, Hochschild has shown

[7] that this Lie algebra can, in some way, replace the Galois group g in

the classical result on the Brauer group 33(F). More precisely: he has shown

that 58(F) is isomorphic with a certain subgroup of H%(F+, ?) where H%(F+, 2)

denotes the second restricted cohomology group of £ with coefficients in the

additive group F+ of the elements of F.

Naturally, the question arises now whether these two results are different

results, which are connected by the name "cohomology groups" or whether

they are two different aspects of one result which includes them. The main

purpose of this paper is to answer this question in favor of the second pos-

sibility.

A general Galois theory for arbitrary extensions F oi C has been obtained

by N. Jacobson [10], following some ideas of Kaloujnine, by considering

representations of F over C. This idea has been followed, in an abstract form,

considering F-bimodules and the results were extended to other cases by

Hochschild [5], Nakayama [ll; 12] and others. The general theory was ob-

tained by considering certain relatively-cyclic sub-bimodules of the tensor

product F®cF.

On the other hand, the author has given a method for constructing all

simple algebras (in [l]) by dealing with different imbeddings of a field F

in a larger field K. An extension of this result to arbitrary rings R which is

obtained with replacing the field K, in particular, by R = F®0F, yields a rela-

tion between this construction of simple algebras and the general Galois

theory. One aspect of this relation will be dealt with elsewhere.

In the present paper we apply the extension of the results of [l ] to obtain
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a correspondence between certain algebras over C and relatively-cyclic

9t(FF)-bimodules, where ^R(VF) is the ring of all linear transformations of an

P-space V. It happens that the central simple algebras are the algebras which

correspond to the relatively-cyclic closed bimodules in the sense of Jacobson-

Hochschild (see e.g. [12]). These bimodules form a multiplicative semi-group

and it is shown that there exists a homomorphism of this semi-group onto the

Brauer group 53(P).

A certain representation of this semi-group of the relatively-cyclic bi-

modules leads us to considering a chain-complex Q(F*):

1 -> P* -» (P ®c F)* ->->(F ®c ■ ■ ■ ®CF)*^

with a derivation A, and where (*) denotes the multiplicative group of the

respective ring. For the precise definition of A see §5. This complex yields

the cohomology group Hn(Q(F*)) = Kernel A/Image A, and our main result is

that: iJ2(e(P*))^33(P).
Furthermore, we prove that this result includes the classical result of

Brauer and a parallel result to the recent result of Hochschild quoted above.

Actually we prove that if F is a normal extension of C with the Galois group

g then Hn(Q(F*))=Hn(F*, g), and if P is a pure inseparable extension of C

of exponent 1 with the Lie algebra of derivation £ then Hn(Q(F*)) is iso-

morphic with a certain subgroup of H1(F+, £), which is probably (but has

not been shown yet) for n = 2 identical with the group of Hochschild.

The paper contains two parts: Part I includes §§1-4 deals with the

extension of Part I of [l ] to rings which satisfy certain conditions. In the

second part, which contains §§5-8, we define the general cohomology groups

of arbitrary fields P and prove the results stated above. The last section con-

tains an extension of a result of Hochschild [8] regarding the behavior of the

Brauer group over fields of characteristic p under pure inseparable extensions.

I

1. Semi-linear transformations. Let 5 be a subring of a commutative

ring R. Let R and S contain the same identity element. We shall consider the

ring R both as a right and as a left 5-module and we assume that R is an S-

free module.

Let V he a (left) P-module and let W be an 5-admissible subgroup of

V (i.e., sWEW for all sES). We shall say that IF is a regular S-submodule

of V is the homomorphic mapping p.: R®SW—>V defined by p(r®v) =rv,

rER and vEW, is an isomorphism.

We note that if V contains a regular 5-submodule IF which is 5-free, then

since p, is an isomorphism it follows that 5-independent elements of W are

also P-independent in V; furthermore, V itself is a free P-module.

If IF is a left module over a ring K, we shall denote by ?Hk(W) the ring

of all PJ-endomorphisms of IF. The notation 5R(IF) will be used instead of

5Rjc(IF) when no confusion about the ring K is involved.
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Let W be a free regular 5-submodule of V, then clearly: ?Rr(R®sW)

= R®s^ris(W) and, thus, p induces an isomorphism between the ring

R®s$ts(W) and 9t;e(F) and we shall often identify the two rings.

In this paper we shall be interested in the following situation: Let S = F

he a subfield of a commutative ring R and let C he a fixed subfield of F. In

what follows we assume that: R contains a nilpotent ideal N (which may be

zero) such that R/N is a direct sum of a finite number of fields.

In this case every F-module is free, and thus the requirements of the pre-

ceding remarks hold. Let VF be an F-space of dimension n and let V = R®fVf-

Clearly, Vf is a regular F-subspace of V and, therefore, it follows by the

preceding remarks that 9ts(F) = R®p<3tp(Vp). We shall use the notations

9t(F), 3UV7?) instead of ?Rr(V) and ?Hf(Vf) respectively. Thus, these rings

denote the ring of all linear transformations of the spaces V and Vf respec-

tively.

Let <p be an isomorphism of F into R which leave the elements of the sub-

field C invariant.

Definition 1. A (<p-) semi-linear transformation T of Vf into V is a

homomorphism T of Vf into V which satisfies :(*)

T(hv) = k*Tv hEF and vE Vf.

Since P*={/?*; hEF}QR is a field, the set TVF={Tv, vEVf] is an

P^-subspace of V and clearly (TV?: F*) :£».

Definition 2. A (p-semi-linear transformation T of Vf into V is said to be

regular if the space TVf is a regular subspace of V. i.e., if the natural mapping

(*) p: R®f'i'TVf—>V, defined by p(r®Tv) =rTv, is an isomorphism.

If T is regular, then clearly Pis an isomorphism of VF onto TVf; further-

more, if the set (vt) is an F-base of Vf then the set (Tvi) will be an .P-base of

V as well as an P*-base of TVf- Conversely, the most general regular semi-

linear transformation T of Vf into V is obtained by choosing an F-base (»,-)

of Vf and an P-base (w,) of V and defining: T(^h%Vi)= ^hfwi, for all

hiEF.
In [l, Part I] we have considered only semi-linear transformations in

vector spaces over fields, i.e., the case R = K is a field. We now extend the

theory of that paper to an arbitrary commutative ring satisfying the require-

ments mentioned in the beginning of this section. Almost all of the results of

[l, Part I] can be carried over to the present case without any additional

efforts. We shall quote the results of [l] which will be needed in the context

and we include new proofs only in those cases where the fact that R is not a

field affects the proof given in [l].

Lemma 1.1. If T is a regular semi-linear transformation of Vf into V and

P, Q are regular linear transformations of Vf and V respectively, then QTP is

also a regular semi-linear transformation of Vf into V [l, Lemma 1.1 ].

(') Operators of a ring or of a space will be written multiplicatively on the left of the ele-

ment on which they operate.
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Since Tis an isomorphism, it follows readily that T?H(VF)T~1 = ^RF<t>(TVF)

and, therefore, for any PE$l( VF) the element: p(l ® TPT~l) =PT belongs to

5R(F). Thus, we have:

PTTv = p(l ® PPP-1)(1 ® Tv) = p(l ® TPv) = TPv,      v £ VF,

which follows by the definition of p, and by the relation between 9t( V) and

$1(Vf). This proves that PTT=TP and clearly this relation determines PT

uniquely.

Lemma 1.2. If T is a regular semi-linear transformation of VF into V, then

for any linear transformation P£$R(Ff) there exists a unique linear trans-

formation P £9?(F) such that TP = P T, and the correspondence P—+PT is a

qb-extension isomorphism of 3c(Ff) into R(V), i.e., hT = h* [l, Lemma 1.2].

Lemma 1.3. Let T be a regular s.l.t. of VF into V, then dt(V)T is the set of

all semi-linear transformations of Vf into V. Furthermore, a semi-linear trans-

formation S = QTP, QEW(V), PE$l(VF) is regular, if and only if P and Q are
regular linear transformations, and then As = Q(PAP~1)TQ~1.

This lemma is included in [l, Lemma 1.3]. We recall that if Pi and Pare

semi-linear transformations of VF into V and T is regular, then Ti = QT

where Q is defined by the relation Q( Tvt) = Tivit for a given base {Vi} of VF-

Let V, Vf and IF, Wf be two spaces over R and P of the type considered

above and let T, S he regular semi-linear transformations of Vf into V and of

JFf into IF respectively. Then the definition (T®S)(v®w) = Tv®Sw yields

a regular semi-linear transformation of VF ® fWf into V®rW.

Definition 3. The set of all linear transformations P of VF which commute

with a regular semi-linear transformation T is called the invariant ring of T,

and will be denoted by 0(T).

That is: 0(T) = {P; P£9i(FF), PT = P}.

From Lemma 1.3 it follows immediately that:

Corollary 1.1. If S = P-lTP, PER(VF) then 0(S)=P~10(T)P.

The main result of [l, Part I] which is fundamental also for the present

paper is the following:

Theorem 1.1. Let 21 be a central simple algebra of order n2 over C which is

split by F, then there exists a regular semi-linear transformation T of VF into V

such that 21 is isomorphic with a subring of 0(T). Furthermore, 0(T)^%.®cD,

where D=\h; hEF, h<> = h}.

The proof of this theorem in [l ] depends on the fact that R is a field and

F is a vector space over a field. Before proceding with the proof for com-

mutative rings R satisfying the condition stated above, we begin with some

lemmas.
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Lemma 1.4. Let R be a primary ring(2) and 2f a central simple algebra of

order n2 over C. If 21 has a representation in the ring dt(V) of linear transforma-

tions of V, then <3t(V)^%®cR.

Proof. Let 2li be the subring of 9?(F) which is isomorphic with 21. Since

2Ii is a simple ring and finite over C it follows that 9t(F) = 2Ii<g)cPi, where Pi

is the centralizer of 2li in 3f(F). Let {a,} be a base of 2li and {ei} a base of

'ffi(V) over R; for both bases we have i = l, 2, ■ ■ • , n2. Hence,

(1.1) o» = S rikek, rik E R-

Let Nv be the radical(3) of 9t(F) and let 2Ii be the representation of 21 in

yi(V)/Nv=,mt(V). Clearly, 9t(F) is isomorphic with a complete matrix ring

over the field R = R/N, where N is the radical of R. Sincejb = (2L., Nv)/N*

and niQNv, it follows that 2b^0._ Furthermore, 2Ii<S>PC$K(F) and R

QWiJSlJ/N^Now, since (2b: C) = (9t(F): R) =n2 and R is a field, we must

have 2li®P=9c(F). Hence, (1.1) yields that d{= ^fikek and (fik) is a regular

matrix of order n2 over R. Let (sa) = (r,-*)-1 and let (sik) be any matrix such

that the elements s« represent the class Sa mod N. Since (sa) (fa) = 1, it

follows that (sik)(rik) = l+n and n is a matrix with coefficients in N and,

therefore, it is nilpotent, say wr = 0. Then 1+n is regular and its inverse is

l—n+ ■ ■ ■ +( — l)rnr. Consequently, the matrix (rik) is regular in R. From

this we conclude by (1.1) that the elements of the base {e,] are linear com-

binations of the elements {o,j with coefficients in R. Hence 2ti®P^9c(F).

This readily yields that 2li<8>cR = R(V), which proves the lemma.

We shall need also a classical result of Artin [3](4).

Lemma 1.5. If R is a primary ring then the automorphisms of ?H(V) which

leave the elements of R invariant are inner.

For completeness sake we outline a proof of this lemma: Let {ca\ he

an orthogonal base of R(V), i.e.; CaCjk = 8kjCik; and let cik he the elements cor-

responding to cik under a given automorphism. Since R(V) is also primary

one verifies that CiiR(V)cii-ciiR(V)cii = cnR(V)cn. Hence, cnR(V)cn contains

a non-nilpotent element a. Since ociiP(F)cii is again a potent two-sided ideal

in CiiP(F)cn which is a primary ring, it follows that acnR(V)cn = CuR(V)cii.

Thus, there exists bEcnR(V)cn such that ab = Cn. One then verifies that

the required automorphism is the inner automorphism determined by the

element q = ^> Cm&Cix, (g-1 = Xa Cxi«cix).

(2) A ring R with a unit is said to be a primary ring, if R/N is a field and N is the maximal

nilpotent ideal in R.

(3) By the radical we mean the maximal nilpotent ideal.

(4) See also, Theorem 3 Chapter III, p. 59 in the book: N. Jacobson, Structure of rings,

Amer. Math. Soc. Colloquium Publications vol. 37, 1956.
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Lemma 1.6. If 21 is a central simple algebra of order n2 over C, then any two

representations of 21 in 5R(F) are similar.

This result is well known for simple or semi-simple ring 9t To prove this

lemma for arbitrary rings R of the type considered in the present section, we

begin with the case where R is a primary ring.

Let 2li, 2l2 be the two representations of 21. Thus, 2li^2I2=2I. It follows

by the proof of Lemma 1.4 that 2li®P = 2I2<8)P = 9v(F). Hence, the isomor-

phism between 2li and 2(2 can be extended to an automorphism of 3i( V) leav-

ing the elements of R invariant. It follows, therefore, by the preceding lemma

that this automorphism is an inner automorphism. Consequently, the two

representations are similar.

Consider now the general case where R is a commutative ring with an

identity and a radical N such that R/N is a direct sum of a finite number of

fields. Let 1 =ei+ • • • -\-em be the decomposition of the unit into a sum of

primitive orthogonal idempotents. Then e,Pe, are primary rings with the

radical etNei. By considering R as a subring of 9t(F), we obtain that the e» are

also central idempotents of 9t(F) and that the e$l(V)ei are isomorphic with

complete matrix rings of order n2 over eiRei. Yet 2li, 2I2 be two representations

of 21 in 9c( F) then, clearly, e,'2Iie, and e,-2I2e, are two representations of 21 in

fii9c(F)c,-. By the first part of the proof, these two representations are similar

in eM(V)ei. That is: eMiei = pieM2eipTl for piEeM(V)et and pipTl=ei which

is the unit of eSt(V)ei. Put p = pi+ ■ ■ ■ +pm then pipk = 0 for i^k and

p~1 = pi1+ ■ • ■ -r-pm, and it follows readily that p%ip-1 = %i. q.e.d.

The preceding method of reducing the general case to the primary one

yields also the following extension of Lemma 1.4.

Lemma 1.4.* Let 21 satisfy the condition of Lemma 1.4 and let R be an arbi-

trary ring of the type considered above. P/21 has a representation 2li in 9t(F) then

2b®GP = 9i(F).

This immediately yields:

Corollary 1.2. If Ai, • ■ ■ , Anis a C-base o/2Ii, then it is also an R-base of

9t(F).

We can now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof runs similarly

to the proof of [l, Theorem 5.3] with Lemma 1.6 replacing [l, Theorem 5.2].

More precisely: since F splits 21, the latter has a representation 2Ii in R(VF).

Now, let S be any regular semi-linear transformation of VF into V, then the

mapping A-+As for AE'&i determines another representation 2lf of 21 in

5R(F). It follows, by Lemma 1.6, that As = P~lAP lor every 4£2li and some

regular P£9c(F). Put T = PS, then from Lemma 1.3 we have: ^r = P^4sP-1

= A, for all AE%. This means that 2IieO(P).
The invariant field D of the theorem clearly belongs to 0(T) and by

Corollary 1.2 it follows that 2Ii possesses an P-base of 'St(V), hence 2Ii®P>
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QO(T). The rest follows now by [l, Lemma 3.3] and [l, Corollary 3.1] which

holds also in our case. We remark that the proof of [l, Lemma 3.3] holds

without any change for the general ring R by noting that if a set of linear

equations with coefficients in F has a unique solution in the ring R (2F)

then this solution is necessarily in F.

Following the notations of [l], we shall say that a semi-linear trans-

formation T represents the central simple algebra 21 if %®D=0(T).

Further results which will be needed later are:

Theorem 1.2. If T represents 21 and S represents 93 then %®D^$8®D if

and only if T = tPSP~1 for some regular element tER and a regular linear trans-

formation PE?H(Vf).

For if 21 ®D^S&®D, then 0(T) and 0(S) are two representations of this

algebra in $t(VF). Hence, P~10(S)P = 0(T) ior some regular linear trans-

formation PE?H(Vf). Let Si = P~1SP, then Corollary 1.1 implies that O(Si)
= P~10(S)P = 0(T).

A second application of Lemma 1.3 yields that T = PiSi, where Pi is a

regular linear transformation of V, and QT = PiQSlPr1- In particular for

QEO(T)=0(Si), we have Q = PiQPr1 which means that Pi belongs to the

centralizer of 0(T) in 9t(F). It follows, by Lemma 1.4*, that R is the central-

izer of 0(T). Hence, Px = tER and, therefore, T = tS1=tP~1SP.

Let Vo be a fixed vector space over the field C such that V = R®cVo and

Vf = F®cVo. Let E he the injection of Vo into Vf, then E can be extended

uniquely to a <p-semi-linear transformation of Vf into V by setting: E(h®Vo)

= h'l'Evo = h't'Vo, for every hEF and VoE Vo. Then, clearly, 0(E) is isomorphic

with a complete matrix ring over C. Thus, the last theorem yields:

Corollary 1.3. T represents a central simple algebra which is split by D

if and only if T = tP~1EP, tER, PEVt(VF) are regular.

The theory of invariant submodules and homomorphic images of regular

semi-linear transformations can be carried over to our case where R is a gen-

eral commutative ring, by a slight change in the definition of invariant sub-

modules; and this we intend to carry out now:

Let Vf be a regular P-subspace of V. An P-subspace IF of V is said to be

a regular subspace of V, if WC\ Vf is a regular P-subspace of W. This is

equivalent to saying that WCWp contains an P-base Vi, ■ ■ ■ , vr such that

W = Rvi@ ■ ■ ■ @Rvr. In other words: W^R®p(Wr\VF).

Let T be a regular semi-linear transformation of Vp into V. An P-subspace

WC. V is said to be a (T—) invariant subspace if IF is a regular subspace of V

in the preceding sense and T( WC\ Vf) C W.

With this definition one can carry the proofs of the results of [l, Lemmas

1.4, 1.5 and 1.6] to the general case after noting the following fact:

Lemma 1.7. If W and U are regular subspaces of V then so are W\J U and
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WC\ U. If it is a homomorphism of V onto W such that the kernel of iris a regular

subspace Vo of V then tr induces a lattice isomorphism between the regular sub-

spaces of V containing Vo and the regular subspaces of W.

The proof of this lemma is very similar to the proof [l, Lemma 1.5] but

one avoids that part of the proof in [l ] which deals with the dimensions of

the subspaces of R(b). This is carried out as follows: (W(~\U){\VF is a sub-

space of Vf so let \Vi, • • ■ , vr} be an P-basis of this subspace. Complete

this base to a base [vi, • • • , vr, v{, • • • , vj } of U(~\Vp and to a base

[vi, ■ ■ ■ , vr, vl', ■ • • , v'f,} of WCWf- Since U and IF are regular {v{, vj }

and {v^ vj' } are an P-base of U and W, respectively. The set {v, v', v"} is

P-independent;   for  if   £> + 2>V + j^h"v" =0,   h,   h',   h"EF,   then  w

= - 5>v = 2>»+ 2>ve(wnvF)n(ur\vF) = (wr\u)r\vF, but {»<}
is a base of the latter; hence h" =0 and, consequently, h'' = h = 0. Now, VF is

a regular P-subspace of F, hence [v, v', v"} are also P-independent. Let

wEWC\U, then w= '£r,viAr'£rivi and w= ^s,i\ + XX' "<"» si, rt> r'i > r«"'

£P, and, therefore, we have rj = s,- and ri =ri' =0. From this itfollows

readily that [(WC\U)r\VF]®R= WC\ U which means that WC\U is a regu-

lar subspace of F. Furthermore, the set \v, v', v"} is an P-base of WKJ U and,

clearly, it is also an P-base of (Wr\VF)\J(Ur\VF) which is contained in

(JFU U)H* VF. Complete it to an P-base of VF which is necessarily also a base

of V. If wE(WVJU)r\VF, then it follows that «;= J>»+5>V+£>"»",
r, r', r"ER and it can also be expressed as a linear combination of [v, v', v"}

and other P-independent elements with coefficients in P. Hence, necessarily

r, r', r"EF. This means that WVJ U is also a regular subspace of F. The rest

of the lemma follows similarly.

With these results we can carry over all the rest of part I of [l]. In par-

ticular for later references we quote the following theorems which are equiva-

lent to [l, Theorem 5.8] and [l, Theorem 5.6]:

Theorem 1.3. Let T represent a central simple algebra and let M: F—>JF be

a homomorphism of V onto W suck that MP=SM for some regular semi-linear

transformation S of W, then O(T) and 0(S) are similar algebras in the sense of

Brauer (6).

Theorem 1.4. If T represents a central simple algebra 21 in V and S repre-

sents a central simple algebra S3 in W, then T®S is a regular semi-linear trans-

formation in V®rW and it represents 2l<8>23. Actually, we have 0(T)®0(S)
= 0(T®S).

We recall that T®S was defined by the relation (T®S)(v®w) = Tv®Sw

for vE VF, wE Wf-

(6) R = Fin [1].

(6) Two central simple algebras 21 and S3 over Care said to be similar if 2I£=En, 35=£m for

some central simple algebra (5.
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2. Double modules and semi-linear transformations. In [l] we gave a

characterisation for a semi-linear transformation to represent a central

simple algebra. We follow here a different and more applicable approach.

This approach utilises the notions of double modules and relatively cyclic

double modules as introduced by Hochschild [5] and later developed for a

more general case by Nakayama [12]. In the present paper we shall follow

the method of Nakayama, and we recall the following notations and defini-

tions of [12] with some slight changes.

Let S he a ring and let SfJJ be an S-bimodule; i.e., 9Ji is both a right and

left S-module and (sim)s2 = Si(ms2) tor mESSl, s,ES. By a homomorphism of

an 5-bimodule 9ft we shall mean a homomorphism of SO? onto an 5-bimodule

which preserves the operators of 5 both on the right and on the left.

By a relatively cyclic S-bimodule we mean a pair (97c, A) consisting of an

5-bimodule 9ft and an element .4£9ft. A relatively cyclic bimodule (9ft, A)

is said to cover (SSI, B), which is denoted by (97c, A) ^ (9t, B), if there exists a

homomorphism <p: 9ft—>Sft of 9ft onto 31 such that <p(^4) =B.

The sum and the product of two relatively cyclic 5-bimodules (9ft, A)

and (9c, B) are defined as follows:

CM, A) + (SR, B) = (SK 0 % A © B),

(9ft, A)(% B) = (Wl®s%A® B)

where the product 9ft®SIc is taken relatively to S; i.e., m®Pn = mP®n ior

mEW, «G9t and PES.
A relatively cyclic bimodule (9ft, ^4) is said to be regular if:

(2.1) As = 0, sES implies 5=0

(2.2) The module SAS has a left S-base consisting of elements of the form

SiA, SiES.

That is, SAS= ^SiAS, and the sum is direct.

The relatively cyclic bimodule (9ft, A) is said to be closed if (9ft, A)
£(2», A)(W, A).

Let 2 denote the set of all cp-semi-linear transformations of VF into V.

We shall consider the set £ as an 9t(Fj?)-bimodule with the multiplication by

elements of 9?(Fj?) being defined in the usual way of product of transforma-

tions. That is: (TP)v=T(Pv) and (PT)v = P(Tv) for a\lvEVF, and PE?fi(Vp).
Clearly, PT, TPE2.

We note also that the fact that P£9t( Vf) was used only in the definition

of TP, whereas PT may be defined for all PE9l(V). Hence L is also a left

9?(F)-module.

For the rest of this paper we shall denote by R the ring R = F® qF. This ring

contains two isomorphic images of P; the first, is the set of all elements

{h®l; hEF] and the second is the set {l®h; hEF). We identify, hence-

forth, the elements h®l with F, and thus F is assumed to be a subfield of R.

We shall put h* = l®h. Clearly, 0 is an isomorphism of F into R. Further-
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more, h't' = h if and only if l®h = h®l=h, which is equivalent to hEC. In

other words,  C is the invariant field of </>. All semi-linear transformations

considered henceforth will be $-semi-linear transformations.

The main object of the present section is to show:

Theorem 2.1. A regular semi-linear transformation P££ represents a

central simple algebra if and only if the relatively cyclic bimodule (8, T) is

closed.

We begin with some lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. Let {hi} be a base of F over C, then the set {hf} is both a right

and a left base of 9t(F) over R(VF).

This lemma is an immediate consequence of the following relation:

9c(F) = 9c ®F 9c(FF) = (P ®c F) ®F 9c(Ff) = P* ®c 9c(Ff).

Lemma 2.2. If T is a regular semi-linear transformation of VF into V then

(8, T) is a regular relatively cyclic dt(VF)-bimodule.

For, let P£9c(Ff) such that PP = 0, then TPv = 0 for all vEVF. Since T

is regular, it follows that Pa = 0, i.e., P = 0, which proves (2.1). To prove (2.2),

we observe that Lemma 1.3 implies that any semi-linear transformation

S£8 has the form S = PT with P£9t(F) uniquely determined. By the previ-

ous lemma, wehave:P= I>yfc?,P,-£9c(F,0. Hence, S= J^PihfT= J^PjThj.
Furthermore, this representation is unique, since if 2-/PjThj = 0, then

(HPM)T = 0; but Pis regular, hence ^Piht = °, which Yields Pj = 0. This

proves that 8 = 9? (FF) P9c( Ff) = 9t( Ff)PP and that (8, T) satisfies (2.2).
In particular, the preceding proof shows that

Corollary 2.1. If T is regular and the set {hi} is a base of F over C then

{Thi} is a left base of 8 over 9c(Ff).

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.1. The proof follows very

closely Nakayama's proof of [12, Proposition 10].

For any P£9c(Ff), we have by the previous corollary that TP = ^PjThj,

Pj£9c(Ff). We set: /y(P)=Py. Thus, /,■ is an additive endomorphism of

9c( Ff) into itself.

Let (8, T) be closed, then there exists a homomorphism p: (8, T)—>(8®8,

T®T) such that p(T) = T®T. We recall that the Kronecker product 8<S>8

is taken with respect to 9c(Ff) so that SiP®S2 = Si®PSi for S<£8 and

P£9c(Ff).
Let P£9c(Ff) then TP = 2/y(P)rAy yields:

p(TP) = p(T)P = (T ® T)P = T ® TP

(2.3) =T® *£MP)Thj = E TfAP) ® Tht

= Hm{P))Tht® Thi.
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On the other hand:

P(TP) = P(Zfi(P)Thj) = ZfAP)p(T)hj

(2.4) = £/y(P) T ® Thj = £ fj(P)fid) Thi ® Thj.
i,i

Clearly, Thi® Thj form a left base of 8®8 over 9t(FF); hence it follows

from (2.3) and (2.4) that

Mf,<P)) =/y(P)/,(l)foralW,i.

From this we conclude that:

Tfj(P) = ZMfi(P))Thi = Zfi(P)f^)Thi=fj(P)T.
i i

Thus, we have:/,-(P)r=/y(P), i.e., fj(P)EO(T).
Furthermore, for every PE9t( V,): TP = "£fj(P) Thj = Tj^fj(P)hj. Hence,

the regularity of T implies that P= ^2fj(P)hj. Note also that the set {hj} is

also independent over O(T), for if YJAjhj = 0, AjEO(T) then T^Afhj

= ^AjThj = 0. But { Thj} is a base over 9t(FF), hence ylj = 0.

From this it follows that 0(T)F^O(T)®cF and that 0(T)F = 1R(VF).
This implies that O(T) is a central simple algebra of order n2 over C which is

split by F; i.e., T represents the central simple algebra O(T).

Conversely, let T represent a central simple algebra 21 and we may as-

sume that n = 0(T)Q$t(V). Since F belongs to the centralizer of 21 in 9t(F)

and Psplits 21, it follows that 21 ®cF = '3i(VF). Hence, 9t(F) =21®P= (21®F)
®F* = 9c(FF)®F*. This yields readily that l3i(V)^yt(Vp)®A.'3t(Vp), since

3f(FF)^9t(FF*)=2I<8)P* and, therefore, «R(V» <g>x9t(FF*)^3((FF)<g>F*
= SK(F).

We also have: (?, T) = (Sft(FF)TP, T) and this bimodule is isomorphic

with S)fc(FF)®A9c(FF) by the correspondence generated by mapping:

T—>1®1. Since 21 = 0(7*) is the set of all elements which commute with T,

it follows that S = 9c(FF)r(2IOP)=9t(FF)r9t(FP). Clearly, this isomor-

phism is an 'iR(Vf) — 9t(FF) isomorphism. Hence, the relatively cyclic bi-

modules (2, T) and (Sft(FF) ®A9t(FF), 1®1) are isomorphic. The latter is

known to be closed (e.g., by [12, Proposition 9] and [12, Main Theorem]);

hence (8, T) is also closed.

3. Closure of (8, T). We recall that (?, T) is closed if there exists an

5R(FF)-Sft(FF) homomorphism of (8, T) into (8®8, T®T) which maps T

onto T® T. In the present section we provide a necessary and sufficient con-

dition for the closure of (8, T).

To this end we consider the triple product F, = F®cF®cF. As in the

preceding section we assume that FEF2EFZ by identifying P with P®1

= {h®l,hEF} and by identifying the set P2 with P2®1. We shall deal with

the following isomorphisms:
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<j>: F -> 1 ® F; h* = 1 ® h for every h £ P,

$: P->1 ® 1 ® F;        h* = 1 ® 1 ® h lor hE F

and the isomorphisms:

a:F®F^>l®F®F defined by the (h ® k)a = 1 ® h ® k = k*k*,

p:F®F^>F®l®F defined by (h ® k)» = h ® 1 ® k = hk*.

Note that a<p = j3qb =\p and that the restriction of a to P is 4>.

Let Vo be a vector space of dimension n over the field C. We shall need

the following spaces and modules:

(i)     VF = F ®c Vo,

(3.3) (ii)   Ff2 = P2 ®c F0 = P2 Of VF = F* ®c VF,

(iii)  Vf3 = P3 ®c Vo = F3 ®F VF = P3 ®f2 Ff2.

For vEVo and r£P3 we shall set n> = r(g)u. Similarly we put h®k®l®v

= hkHHlorh, k, /£P.
Each of the relations of (3.3) yield the following relations between the

respective rings of endomorphisms:

(i)     9c(Ff) = F®c 9c(F0),

(3.4) (ii)   9c(Ff2) = F2 ®c 9t(Fo) = P2 ®F 9c(Ff),

(iii) 9c(Ff3) = P3 ®c 9t(Fo) = P3 ®f 9c(Ff) = P3 Of2 9c(Ff2).

Since P2 = PP* and P3 = FF*F* = F2F* it follows by (3.4 ii) and (3.4 iii) that

(i)   9c(Ff2) = P*®c9c(Ff),

(ii) 9c(Ff') = F*F+ ®c 9c(Ff) = F*« ®c 9c(Ff) = F* ®c 9c(Ff2).

With each of the isomorphisms of (3.1) and (3.2) we associate the follow-

ing four bimodules of semi-linear transformations:

8=8$: the 9t(Vf) bimodule of all <£-semi-linear transformations of VF into

VF\

8^: the 9c( VF) bimodule of all l/'-semi-linear transformations of VF into

Vf3.

8a: the 9c( Ff2) bimodule of all a-semi-linear transformations of Ff2 into

Vf3-

8/s: the 9c(Ff2) bimodule of all /3-semi-linear transformations of Ff2 into

Vf3.

Each of the bimodules 8T, y=4>, *P, a, P contains a regular 7-semi-linear

transformation Ey which is the unique extension of the injection of F0 into

the respective space Vf'- Namely, if Vi, • • • , vn is a C-base of F0 then

(3.6) E,(£ r.-s.) = £#*»«.
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For further reference we observe that any y-semi-linear transformation is

uniquely determined by its effect on Vo.

Lemma 3.1. Let T be a regular y-semi-linear transformation and {hi} be a

C-base of F, then

(1) fory=4>, the set j Th(} is a left ^R(VF)-base of 8*;

(2) fory=\p, the set IhfThj} is a left $t(VF)-base of 8*;
(3) fory=a, the set \ Th,hf\ is a left 9t(VF)-base of g„.

Proof. It follows by Lemma 1.3 that 8* = 9c( FF2)T = [9c( V,) ®CP*]P

= 9c(FF)P<SiP = 9c(FF)rP from which one readily derives (1). Similarly (2)

and (3) follows from the following relations:

8* = 9c(Ff3)P = [^c(Ff) ®cF*F*]T = 9c(Ff) ®CF+TF.

8« = 9J(Ff')P = [9c(Ff) ®c (F2)"]T = 9c(Ff) ® TF2 = 9c(Ff)PP2.

We shall need also the following simple properties of the transformations

Ey:

(i)    EaE$ = Ej,.

(3.7) (ii) 9c(F0) C 0(Ey) for y = 0, a; i.e., PEy = EyP for P £ 9c(F0).

(iii) 9c(Ff) C 0(Ef) for y =+, 0.

Yet S£8*, then the mapping Sa=a®S: Vf'^-Vf3 defined by

(3.8) Sa(r ® v) = (a® S)(r ® v) = raSv, r £ F2 and v £ Ff

is a well defined a-semi-linear transformation of Vf2 into Ff'. Actually, S

is uniquely determined by the property that its restriction to VF is S. In-

deed, if there exists a unique a-semi-linear transformation S' which has the

same effect on Vo as S, then since the restriction of a to P is d>, it follows

immediately that S' and S have also the same effect on VF; hence, clearly

S' is the a-semi-linear transformation S" which satisfies (3.8).

It follows readily from the last property of S that:

Lemma 3.2. The mapping S—>S" is an 9c( VF) — 9c( VF) isomorphism of 8*
into 80.

Consider now the product 24,®R<yF$<t- We show:

Lemma 3.3. The mapping p: S®T->SaT, S, T£8* determines an R(VF)

— R(VF) isomorphism of 2$®%$ onto 8^.

Proof. Since T: VP->VF2 and S: Ff2-^Ff3, it follows that ST is a well

defined homomorphism of VF into VF3. Furthermore, S"TE2+, since

SaThv = S'h+Tv = h°">>SaTv = A*ST» for h £ P and v £ Vf.

The mapping p is defined as p( E^1,® P.) = ^l^Ti, and to prove that p
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is a well defined additive homomorphism of 8«®8* into 8^, it suffices to show

that if a relation J^S,-® 7\ = 0 holds in 2^,®^ then the p-image of this ele-

ment in 8^ is also zero. Indeed, let ^St®Ti = 0, then it follows, by Lemma

3.1, that Ti= "Yldc PikE^hk, PaER(VF) and where {hk} is a base of F over

C and P^ is the cp-semi-linear transformation defined in (3.6). Thus:

(3.9)        £ St ® Ti = 'ESi® PikE*hk = £ ( E SiPik) ® E*hk = 0
i a k    \    i /

since the tensor product is taken with respect to Sft(FF). Again, by Lemma

3.1 it follows that {E+hk} is an Sft(FF)-base of 8^; hence, it follows by (3.9)

that Xl» SiPa = 0 for all k.
Consequently it follows by Lemma 3.2 that:

p(T, St ® TO = E SlTt = £ S'iPaEJn = E ( E SiPa) E+hk = 0
a k   \   i /

which proves that p( J^Si®Tt) =0 if Es<® T,- = 0.
The map p preserves also right and left multiplications by elements of

3t(FF). Indeed, for PE$t(VF), S and TE%, we have:

p[(S ® T)P] = P(S ® TP) = S"(TP) = (S"T)P = [P(S ® T)]P,
p[P(S ® T)] = P(PS ® T) = (PS)°T = P(SaT) = P[P(S ® T)].

To prove that p is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that p induces a

one-to-one correspondence between a left Sft(FF)-base of 8^®8* and a left

Sft(FF)-base of 8*.

From Lemma 3.1 we know that {E^hi} is a left 3c(FF)-base of 8*; hence,

since 9i(FF) is a finite dimensional simple ring, it follows that the set

{E4,hi®E4,hj} is a left SR(FF)-base of 8*®8*.
For every vEVo, E%E4,v = E+v=v which implies that both E^E^ and E$

have the same effect on Vo- Hence, E^, = E^E^. It follows now that:

p(E4,hi ® E+hf) = (E4,h%)"(E4>h1) = h*ElEthj = h^E+hj,

and from Lemma 3.2 it follows that the set {hfE+hj} is a left 9t(FF)-base of

8^.. This completes the proof of the lemma.

We turn now to a different method of turning cp-semi-linear transforma-

tions into ^-semi-linear transformations:

Lemma 3.4. If TE% then T$ = E$T is a \p'-semi-linear transformation of

Vf into Vf3; and the mapping a: T—>T^ is an 9?(FF) — 9t(FF) isomorphism of

84, into %.

Proof. Since T: VF^VF2 and Ef,: VF2^VF3 it follows that £T is a well

defined homomorphism of FF into FF3. Moreover, for hEF and vEVf we

have
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T»(hv) = EpT(hv) = EeWTv = h»*EfiTv = h*T»v

since <f> = fi\p. This proves that T£8^.

Clearly, (T+Sy=T^+S^ and (TPy=T?P for P£9c(Ff). To prove that

(PTy=PT» we apply (3.7 iii) and we obtain that (PTY = E»PT = PE^T
= PT*.

One readily verifies by the regularity of Ep that P" = 0 if and only if P = 0,

and the proof of the lemma is completed.

We are now in position to give a criterion for the closure of the relatively

cyclic bimodule (8, T).

The main result of the present section is the following:

Theorem 3.1. Let T be a ^-regular semi-linear transformation of VF into

VF2, then (Lj,, T) is closed if and only if T satisfies the condition:

(3.10) TaT = tT^ for some regular element t £ P3.

Proof. T is closed if and only if there exists an 9t(Fp) —9c( VF) homomor-

phism 5: (8*, P)-*(8*®8$, T®T), 8(T) = T®T. Now, Lemma 3.4 yields an
9c( Ff) -9c( Vf) isomorphism tr of 8* into 8,. Put a(2*) =2%= { P*; P£8*}

C8*. In Lemma 3.3 we have another 9c( VF) — 9c( VF) isomorphism

p: (8*®8*, T®T)-+(2+, TaT). Thus, the problem of the closure of (8*,P)

reduces to the problem of determining an 9t(VF) — 9c(VF) homomorphism

r: (8j, 7*)-*(8#, T«T) such that t(T^) = T"T.

Our theorem will follow by showing that the 9c(Ff)— 9c(Ff) homomor-

phisms of 8$ into 8^ are left multiplications by elements i£P3.

Indeed, let t:8£—>8* be an 9c(VF) — 9c(VF) homomorphism. Let {vt} he

the fixed base of F0. Consider the linear transformations £«£9c(VF>) de-

fined by: EikVj = Vibkj where oki is the Kronecker 5. One readily verifies, by

standard methods, that the linear transformations of VF3 which commute

with all Eik are the elements tEF3, i.e., the linear transformations: v—>-tv,

vEV. Note also that Prt£9c(F0), hence EikEy = EyEik lor y=<p, \p, a and j8.

First we observe that <r(£$) = EpE^, = E+, since both are ^-semi-linear trans-

formation with the same effect on F0. From Lemma 1.3 it follows that

8* = 9c(Vf*)E+; hence, since t(E+) £ 8^, we have: t(E+) = PEf, where

P£9c(Ff3). Now t is an 9c(VF) — 9c(FF) homomorphism; hence:

r(E}Eik) = r(E^)Eik = PEfEik = PEikE$.

On the other hand,

r(EikEf) = EikT(Ef) = EikPEf.

Thus, the relation EikE^ = E^Eik yields (EikP — PEik)Ei/=0. Since E+ is a

regular i/'-linear transformation, it follows that EikP=PEik lor all i, k. Hence,

P = tEF\
The general t/'-semi-linear transformation S/9£8^ has, in view of Lemma
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3.1, the form S«» = (£PJW= E-P.^<= E^.^**« where P<G9t(FF) and
{hi} is a base of F over C. Hence,

t(S) = £ P<r(Ef)hi = £ PrfB^k = /E ^i-E^i = tS.

This shows that t is obtained by multiplying the elements of 8£ on the left

by an element tEF3.

The converse, namely that the mapping S^—^tS^, for some fixed tEF*, is

an Sft(FF) — 9t(FF) homomorphism of 8| into 8^. is readily verified.

From the result obtained so far, we see that (8*, T) is closed if and only

if t(T^) = TaT for some homomorphism t: 8^—*8^—and this has been shown

to be equivalent to the fact that TaT = IT? tor some /£ P3; i.e., condition (3.10).

It remains only to show that t is necessarily a regular element in p3. In-

deed, it is not difficult to show that the regularity of T implies that TaT is

also a regular i/'-semi-linear transformation, and so is P". It follows now im-

mediately by Lemma 1.3 that / is a regular linear transformation in $R(F),

which is equivalent to the fact that t is regular in P3.

We wish to replace condition (3.10) by a more applicable condition on

linear transformation. To this end we observe that (3.4) imply that the

isomorphisms <p, a and |3 can be extended uniquely to isomorphism of 3t( VF)

and $R(Ffj), respectively, which will leave the elements of 9t(F0) invariant.

We shall use the same notations cp, a and j3 tor the extended isomorphisms.

More precisely, if {hi} is a C-base of F then every P£Sft(FF) can be written

uniquely (in view of (3.4i)) in the form P= J^hiP?, P?G9t(F0), then

(3.11) (i)P*=E^P-

and <p is an isomorphism of 9t(FF) into 9^(FF«). Similarly for PE?ft(Vi*) then

P= XX^P?,, F%E?rl(Vo), by (3.4ii), and we have

(ii)   P" = £ h%jPl,

(iii) I'  = £ hihjPij.

Our new criterion for the closure of (8, T) is the following:

Theorem 3.2. Let P be a regular linear transformation of Fi2, then the

cp-semi-linear transformation T = PEj, represents a simple algebra if and only if

P satisfies the condition;

(3.12) PPa = tP? for some regular t E F\

Proof. It follows readily by (3.7 ii) and (3.11) that EyP = PyEy for y
=<p, a, p\ Hence:

r°r = (peSpe* = pe^pe* = pp°'eIe4, = pp"e+.
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On the other hand, it follows by (3.4) that

1* = Ef,(PEt) = peEpE* = P?E+.

Since one readily verifies that E% = Ea, as two a-semi-linear transformations

with the same effect on F0, and the same reason yields that E^E^

= E^E^ = Ej,. The regularity of E+ implies now immediately that (3.9) and

the condition of our theorem are equivalent.

For further applications we need also a condition for a linear transforma-

tion P satisfying (3.12) to represent the complete matrix ring C„.

Theorem 3.3. For a regular tinear transformation P£9c(FF2), the cp-

semi-linear transformation PE^, represents the matrix ring, if and only if:

(3.13) P = rQr^-Q* for some regular r £ F2 and Q E 3c(V».

Proof. One readily verifies that 0(£^)=C»; i.e., E$ represents Cn. If PE^,

represents C„ then 0(E^)^0(PE<,)^Cn; hence, Corollary 1.2 yields that

PE4,=rQ-1E4>Q = rQ-1Q'i'E^, which is equivalent to P = rQ-1Q*. The converse

follows by the same corollary.

More generally, Corollary 1.2 yields in a similar way:

Theorem 3.4. Two cp-semi-linear transformations P1E4, and P2£^ represent

isomorphic algebras, if and only if:

(3.14) Pi = rQ-iPiQ* for some regular r E F2, Q E 3c(FF).

4. The space F®K. Let K be an algebraic extension of C of degree n.

We consider K as a C-vector space of dimension n and we apply the result of

the preceding section with the space Vo = K. Since K is a ring, the spaces

Kp = F®K, KF2 = F2®K and KF3 = F3®K are also associative rings(7) and we

shall use this additional property to obtain a special form of the linear trans-

formations P which satisfy (3.12). The multiplication in the ring KF will

then be used to obtain a representation of the Brauer group of algebras which

are split both by F and K. The context of the present section follows closely

the result obtained in [2, §3], which covers a special case of the results ob-

tained here.

We shall identify the element l®k, kEK, with the element k and we

shall write rk = r®k for r£P3 and kEK.

For a fixed aEKF the mapping: m-^am, mEKF, where the multiplication

am is the multiplication of two elements in the ring KF, determines a linear

transformation of the space KF. In particular, multiplications by elements

of the field K is a field isomorphic with K. We shall denote this field by Km.

Let 21 be a central simple algebra of order n2 over C which is split by P

and which contains the field K as a maximal commutative field.  Since

(') All tensor products which will be used henceforth will be relative to C unless stated

otherwise.
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(KF; F)=n, it follows by Theorem 1.1 that 21 can be represented by a <j>-

semi-linear transformation T of A^f into KF3, i.e., 2l = 0(P). Hence, O(T)

contains a field K0 isomorphic with K. Thus, K~o and the field Km, which

was defined above, are two isomorphic subfields of 9c(A^f). This isomorphism

can be extended to an inner isomorphism of 9c(ATf). That is: Km = P~1K~oP lor

some regular P£9c(ACf). By considering the (^-semi-linear transformation

To = P~lTP, we obtain O(T0)=P-1O(T)P. Hence O(T0)^P-lK0P = Km. We

shall, henceforth, identify the field Km with K.

In view of this result, whenever we shall deal, henceforth, with a central

simple algebra 21 of order n2 over C containing a field isomorphic with K,

we may assume that 21 is a ring of linear transformations of KF represented

by a #-semi-linear transformation T, and that 21 contains the field K.

Since the elements of the rings K, KF, KF3 appear in the proofs of the

present section both as vectors of a space and as linear transformations on

the same space, we shall write T(k) or P(k) (instead of Tk, Pk) to mean the

image of the vector k under the transformation T or P; and we shall leave

the notations Tk, Pk for the product of the linear transformation T and k,

or P and k.

Lemma 4.1. Let T be a <p-semi-linear transformation of KF into KF3- If

0(T)"DK, then T is uniquely determined by the element T(l) = T(l®l)EKF-

Furthermore, T is regular if and only if T(l) is a regular element of KF.

Proof. Since kEKQO(T), it follows that kT=Tk. Now T(k) = T(k-l)
= Tk(l) =kT(l). Now, E$ was a </>-semi-linear transformation defined so that

E$(k) =k for all kE V0 = K; hence, both P(1)E$ and Pare^-semi-linear trans-

formations with the same effect on K. Consequently, T= T(l)E,i,.

In view of the last lemma, we associate the element a= T(1)EKf" to any

central simple algebra 21 represented in KF by a semi-linear transformation

P. Thus, we can restate Theorems 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 in the following way:

Theorem 4.1. The correspondence 21—>o satisfies the following conditions:

(1) aEF2®K = KFi represents an algebra A, if and only if a satisfies:

(4.1) aa" = to? for some regular element t £ P3.

(2) The elements a, b represent isomorphic algebras, if and only if one of

them satisfies (4.1) and:

(4.2) a = rq^q^b for some regular elements q £ P ® K, r £ P2.

(3) The element a represents the matrix ring Cn, if and only if:

(4.3) a = rq-Y, q E F ® K and r E F2.

Remark 4.1. For further applications, we obtain by (3.1) the following

explicit forms of the isomorphisms <p, a, /3 of KF and KF2: The isomorphism (j>

is determined by the relation (h®k)'t' = l®h®k=h't'k, hEF and kEK. Sim-
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ilarly a and j8 are determined by the conditions (hi®h2®k)a= 1 ®hi®h2®k

= h\h%k and (hi®h2®ky = hi®l®h2®k=hihik.

Clearly, (4.1) is equivalent to (3.12). To prove that (4.2) is equivalent to

(3.14), one has to show that if T = aE^, and S = bEt satisfy the relation T

= rQ-xSQ, rEF2, QE^(KF) of Corollary 1.2—then Q can be taken to be

an element qEKF, i.e., the linear transformation Q of KF is multiplication

by an element q of KF.

Indeed, since T = rQ~1SQ, it follows by Corollary 1.1 that 0(T) = Q'10(S)Q.
Both 0(T) and 0(S) contain K; hence, 0(T) contains K and the field Q-XKQ.

The isomorphism between K and Q~lKQ can be extended to an inner auto-

morphism in 0(T), since O(T) is a central simple algebra of finite dimension.

Thus Q^kQ^P^kP tor some PEO(T). Consequently, (QP-1)k = k(QP~1)
for all kEKF. But K is a maximal field in $l(KF), hence it is its own central-

izer in SR(KF). Consequently, the last relation yields that QP~y = q for some

qEKF. Hence, QTQ-1=q(PTP-1)q-'=qTq-\ since PEO(T). This yields
T = rQ~lSQ = rq~1Sq, which proves our assertion.

We follow now the proofs of [2, Theorem 3.1] and [2, Theorem 3.2], and

we obtain the following representation of the Brauer group of algebras which

are split both by F and K.

We recall that two central simple algebras 21 and 33 over C of finite di-

mension are said to be similar (denoted by 2I~33) if 2lm=33r for some integers

m, r, where 2lm denotes the complete matrix ring of order m2 over 21 and 53r

has a similar meaning. The set of all central simple algebras of finite dimen-

sion form a group with respect to the relation of similarity and the Kronecker

product ®. The subset of all central algebras which are split both by K and

F form a subgroup, which we shall denote by 33(TT, P). The group of all

algebras split by F, i.e. the Brauer group of algebras, will be denoted by 33(F).

Now the set Z of all regular elements of F2®K which satisfy (4.1) is

readily seen to form a multiplicative subgroup of the group of all regular

elements of F2. The set <B of all elements of F2®K satisfying (4.3) is, clearly,

a subgroup of Z. The main result of the present section is:

Theorem 4.2. The Brauer group $8(K, F) is isomorphic with Z/(B.

We begin with the proof of a lemma which is a generalization of [l,

Theorem 3.1];

Lemma 4.2. Let M: KF3®KF3—>KF3 denote the multiplication of KF, i.e.,

M(di®a2) =<Zicz2; and let aE$, bE$ be two (p-semi-linear transformations of KF

into Kf3. Then M satisfies the relation M(aE4,®bE4,) = (ab)E^M..

Indeed, aE^®bE^, is a cp-semi-linear transformation of Kf®Kf and for

ki, kjEKF we have:

M(aE* ® bE^)(ki ® kj) = M(aE+(ki) ® bE+(kj)) = M(aki ® bk,),

= akibkj = (ab)(kikj) = (ab)Et(kikj) = abE^M(ki ® kj),
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which clearly yields the lemma.

We turn now to the proof of Theorem 4.2:

If 21 is a central simple algebra split by K, then it is well known that 21

is similar to a central simple algebra 2lo of order n2 containing K as a maximal

field; and all algebras similar to 21 and which are of order n2 are isomorphic.

Thus, we may assume that the elements of 93 (i£, P) are subalgebras of

9c(KF) and by Theorem 4.1 we may associate an element aEF2®K with

such an algebra.

Conditions (4.1) and (4.2) imply that this mapping is a one-to-one cor-

respondence between 93 (K, F) and Z/ffi. To prove that this correspondence

is an isomorphism, we consider two algebras 21, 93 £93(A', P) and the elements

a, 6£Z corresponding to them. In other words: let aE^, and bE$ represent 21

and 93, respectively, in KF. It follows, by Theorem 1.4, that 2l<8>93 is repre-

sented by aE<t,®bE<t, in KF®KF, and the preceding lemma, in view of Theorem

1.3, implies that (ab)Ej, represents an algebra £ similar to 21®93. In other

words, this means that: %®S8—>ab, which proves the isomorphism.

II

5. Cohomology groups for arbitrary fields. Let S, R be two commutative

algebras over the field C. All tensor products used, henceforth, will be prod-

ucts relative to this field C unless specified otherwise.

We set R° = C, Rn = R®R® ■ ■ ■ ®R («-terms). Consider the isomor-

phism fS.n of the ring R"®S into the ring Rn+1®S defined by

(5.1)    es.o(s) = 1 ® s,    es.n(r ® s) = r ® 1 ® s,    r £ P" and s £ S.

In the notations of the preceding section, es,„ is the injection of Rn®S into
R"+l®S.

We shall denote by (Rn®S)* the multiplicative group of all regular ele-

ments of the ring Rn®S, and we shall consider this group as a /-group, where

the integers J act on the group in the ordinary way of taking powers of ele-

ments. Note also that since €s,„ is an isomorphism, it induces an isomorphism

of the multiplicative group (Rn®S)* into (Rn+1®S)*.

Let Co be the sequence of the groups {S*, (R®S)*, ■ ■ ■ , (Rn®S)*, ■ ■ ■ }.

We shall turn the sequence Co into a /-cochain complex by introducing in

Co a derivation mapping As,n: (Rn®S)*—>(Rn+l®S)* such that As,„+iAs,„ = 0.

To this end we consider the sequence of sequences of groups Ci

= {[Rn®(Ri®S)]*,n = 0, 1, • ■ ■ }. To each of these sequences Cs- we associate

the inclusion mappings eR'®s.n, in which 5 of definition (5.1) is replaced by

R'®S.
Clearly for every i^n, eR^s.n-i maps Rn®S into Rn+1®S since Pn_*

®(Ri®S)=Rn®S, but

«/j*®s,n->(/n ® ■ ■ ■ ® r{ ® ■ ■ ■ ri ® s)

= rn ® • • ■ ® ri+i ®l®r,®---®ri®s
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and we define the derivation As,„ by induction as follows(8):

(5.3) As.o = «s,o    and    As.n = es,n — &R®s,n-i.

The induction is based on the fact that As,n-i is defined for all rings. A

straight forward computation shows that:

n

(5.4) As.n   =   es.n  —   tR®S,n-l +   *   *   '   +   (~1)"«B"®S,0  =   2   (~ 1)'WgS.n-i.
>=0

We now prove

Theorem 5.1. The sequence

Ao Al An
(5.5) S*-+(R®S)*-+  •-►(JR»®S)*->   ■ • •

where A„=AS,„ is a J-cochain complex, i.e., A„+iA„ = 0.

Proof. First we show that

(a) «S,n+lAs,n +   As,n+l«S,n  =   eS,n+l«S,n.

Indeed, it follows by (5.2) that es,n+ieRi®s,n-i = eRi+1®s,<.n+i)-(i+i)es,n since

both yield the isomorphism:

rn ® • ■ ■ ® ri ®   • • • ® rx ® s

—> 1 ® rn ® ■ ■ ■ ® ri+i ® 1 ® n ® • ■ ■ ® ri ® s.

Hence, we obtain by (5.4) that

n n+1

«S,n+lAs,n + As,n+1«s,n =  2Ji ( ~~ l)S«S,n+ieff''®S,n-» +  2-1 (~ l)l+1(Ri<S>S.n+l-i^S,n
1=0 t'=0

n n+1

=     2-1 €B''+I®S,ra-»eS,7! +    2-f (~ l)*«fi'®S,n+l-ies,n
t'=0 1=0

= ts,n+its,n, q.e.d.

Next we show by induction that As,n+1As,n = 0 for all n^O and all rings

S. Indeed for n = 0:

As.iAs.o — («s,i — e«®s,o)es,o = 0

since both e^.i and eR®s,o induce the same mappings on the elements es,o(s)

= 105, sES.

Suppose A5,nAs,„_1 = 0 for all rings S, then it follows by (5.4) and (a) that:

0  =   Afl®S,nA«®S,n-l  =   («S,n+l  _   As,n+l)(*S,n  —   &S,n)

=   tS.n+ltS.n  —   As,n+ltS,n  ~  «S,n+lAs,« +  As,n+lAs,n  =   As,n+lAs,n,   q.e.d.

(8) Since the groups of the complex Co are multiplicative groups, this definition means

that: Asn(a) = es.n(a)ARig,s.n-i(ayi.
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We shall denote the complex defined in (5.5) by Q(S, R).

Remark 5.1. Clearly the preceding theorem remains true if one replaces

the ring 5 by a multiplicative group g and (Rn®S)* by the Pn*Xg where X

denotes the direct product of groups.

We shall apply the preceding results to the case S = K is a field exten-

sion of C of degree n, and where R = F is an arbitrary field extension of C.

In this setting we obtain the complex G(K, F):

(5.6a) K*~+(F® £)*->->(F»® £)*-> • • • .

Taking 5= C, we obtain the complex Q(C, F) which we simply denote by

6(F). In this complex we may set instead of the elements oi C = S the unit,

since the tensor product is relative to C. We thus obtain the following com-

plex:

(5.6b) c*-+F*-> F2*-+ • • • ->F»*-> • • • .

Actually, the complex 6(F) is a subcomplex of Q(K, F). Indeed, the groups

(Fn®K)* of G(K, F) contain the respective group Fn* of C(F); and the re-

striction of Ax,, to F"* is exactly Ac,». Consequently, these two complexes

yield the following quotient complex G(K, F)/Q(F):

(5.6c) K*/C* -> (F ® K)*/F* -» • • • -> (F» ® K)*/Fn* ->•••.

We shall denote the derivation of this complex by A„.

To these complexes, there corresponds the sequence of cohomological

groups Hn(Q(K, F)), H"(e(F)) and H"(Q(K, F)/C(F)). The cohomology

groups Hn(-) being defined as:

(5.7) Hn() = Kernel An+i/Image A„, n — 0, 1, • • • .

where An=Air,n, Ae,n, An, respectively(').

The results of the first part of this paper yield an interpretation of the

first cohomology group of the quotient complex Q(K, F)/Q(F). Namely,

Theorem 5.2. If K is a finite algebraic extension of the field C, then the

Brauer group 53(K, F) of all central simple algebras split both by K and by F

is isomorphic with HX(Q(K, F)/C(F)).

Proof. To determine the first cohomology group of this complex we begin

with comparing the mappings e defined in the beginning of this section with

the isomorphisms a, ft and cp of Remark 4.1, which were used in the preceding

section.

Comparing (5.2) with Remark 4.1 we observe that since tK.i(h®k)

= h®l®kandeF®K,o(h®k) = l®h®k ior hEF, kEK, we have the following:

(9) We use this definition for Hn(-) and not the classical definition of Kernel A„/ImageA„_i

for obvious reasons which will be seen later.
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(5.8a) 6f®x,o = 4> and tK,i is the injection of P ® K into P2 ® K.

Similarly, one observes that

(5.8b) «f2®k,o = a; «f®k,i = j8 and eK,2 is the injection of P2 ® K into P3 ® PJ.

We turn now to the proof of the theorem. By definition Hl(Q(K, F)/Q(F))

= Kernel A2/Image Ai. It follows by (5.4) that Kernel A2 contains all residue

classes &E(F2®K)*/F2* such that

A2(a) = «K,2(a)eF®x,i(a)_1eF2®x,o(a) = T,

where the unit 1 is the unit of the quotient group (F3®K)/*F3*. Yet

aE(F2®K)* he an element representing the class a, then the last condition

on a is readily seen to be equivalent to the following condition on a:

«x,2(a)eF®K,i(a)_1eF2®x,o(o) = t for some I £ P*.

This condition is equivalent to (4.1). Indeed, replace in this condition the

respective e's by a and /? in accordance with (5.8b), and one obtains a(a^)~1aa

= t which is condition (4.1).

Thus, it follows that Kernel A2 = (Z, F2*)/F2* where Z has the same mean-

ing as in the preceding section: i.e., Z contains all elements of (F2®K)*

satisfying (4.1). Since Z2P2*, it follows that Kernel A2 = Z/P2.*

Now, Image Ai consists of all classes aE(F2®K)/F2* which are of the

form

a = Ai(p) = tK,i(P)eF®K,o(p)-1 for some p £ (P ® K)*/F*.

If aE(F2®K)* represents a and pE(F®K)* represents p, then the last

condition on a is equivalent to

a = tK,i(p)tF«,K,o(p)~1r for some r £ P*.

This is equivalent to the fact that a satisfies (4.3) with q = p~l. Indeed, by

replacing cf®k,o by <p, we obtain by (5.8a) that a = p(p't,)~1r which is condi-

tion (4.3). This clearly yields that Image Ai = (03, F2*)/F2* where ©, as in

the preceding section, is the group of all elements satisfying (4.3). Since

(rOP2*, it follows that: Image A^CB/P2*. Consequently,

pp(c(p;, F)/e(F)) ^ (z/p2*)/((b/p2*) s z/(B s 93(pj, p),

by Theorem 4.2.

The symmetric definition of 93(AC, P) readily yields, by the preceding

theorem, that

Corollary 5.1. If K and F are finite algebraic extensions of C then

H\G(K, F)/e(F))^H1(e(F, K)/G(K)).

We intend now to represent the Brauer group 93(P) of all algebras split

by F, by the cohomology groups of the complex C(P), and first we obtain a
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result which is parallel to the triviality of certain known cohomology groups:

Theorem 5.3. Let K be an algebraic extension of an infinite field C, then

H(Q(K, F)) = l.

Proof. By definition HX(Q(K, F)) = Kernel A2/Image Ai and Kernel A2

contains the set of all rE(K®F2)* which satisfy A2(r) =ex,2(r)eF®if,i(r)_1

eF2®K,o(r) = l, or equivalently, eF®x,o(r) =€x,2(r)eF2®x,i(r). Using (5.8b), this

relation obtains the simple relation: rra = rff.

Let {hi} be a C-base of F. Since rEF2®K, we have the following expres-

sion for r:r= ^hihjkij. Hence, one readily obtains, by Remark 4.1 that:

r   = £ hihjkn   and   r   = £ hjtjkij.

Put Uj= ^hfkij and Vj= £Aj&,7. Then the condition that rra = r^ means

that r(Yju*jhj)= ^Vjhj. Now, r, Uj and Vj belong to F2®K and {hf} is an

F2®i£-base of F3®K; hence rUj = Vj must hold for all j. Consequently,

r( ~^2<UjXj) = £z>j£j for all XjEC.

Let s='^2,VjXj='^2lhiXjkijEF®K, then the last relation yields that

rs* = s for some sEF®K. Coming back to the notation in the e's we obtain

by (5.8a) that rtK,i(s) = eF®x,o(s), which will show that r£Image Ai if we

can determine x,-so that 5 is a regular element, i.e. sE(F®K)*. Consequently

we shall obtain that ^(^(K, F)) = l which we need. Indeed, £»,•#< clearly

belongs to some finite algebraic extension K' of C. Now, Norm (£z>;X;)

=f(xj) (where the Norm = Norm (K'®F/F)), is a polynomial in the {x,}

with coefficients in F. The polynomial /(x,)^0, since in the ring F2®K we

know that Norm r = Norm (£z/;/zf) =f(hf) is a regular element. Assuming

that C is an infinite field, we are able to find X; = c,-£C, so that £i>;Cs- is a

regular element in K®F, and the proof of the theorem is completed.

We are now in a position to show that the Brauer group 33(F) of all simple

algebras split by F satisfies:

Theorem 5.4. If F is a finite extension of C then S8(F)^H2(e(F)).

Proof. We apply Theorem 5.2 for the case K = F. Consider the exact

sequence:

i -> e(F) -^ e(F, F) -i- e(F, F)/e(F) -+ l.

By [4, p. 60 ], this sequence leads to a cohomology sequence, of which we

consider only the first terms:

(5.9)     H1(Q(F, F)) U H1(Q(F, F)/e(F)) -> H2(e(F)) U H2(e(F, F)).

The first group Hl(e(F, F)) = 1 by Theorem 5.3. Next, we prove that i*

maps H2(e(F)) onto the identity of H2(e(F, F)). Indeed,
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H2(e(F)) = Kernel A3/Image A2;

hence, if r£Kernel A2, r£P3*, then it follows by definition of A3=Ac,3 that

Ae,3W = «c,3W«f®c,2(r)~1eF2®c,i(r)€F'®c',o(r) = 1

or equivalently

«c,sW = eF®c,2(r)€F2®c,i(0_1«F3®c,o(r).

Now it was pointed out in the beginning of this section that ec,„ is the injec-

tion of F"®C into Fn+l®C. In our case ec.s is exactly the injection i* we

are dealing with. On the other hand, one readily verifies that by (5.2) that

eF"®c,i = eFn_1®F,i for all 1 = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , n — 1. It follows, therefore, that

i*(r) = €F,2(r)eF®F,i(r)_1€F2®F,o(r) = AF,2(r)€ Image Af,2.

Consequently, ** maps II2(Q(F)) onto the identity of H2(Q(F, F)).

Thus (5.9) is actually the following exact sequence:

A #

l -* H1(e(F, F)/e(F)) -* H2(e(F)) -> l.

The exactness of this sequence proves that H2(e(F))^Hl(G(F, F)/e(F)),

and the latter is isomorphic with 93(P) by Theorem 5.2.

Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.4 is valid also for infinite algebraic extensions of

C. Since Theorem 5.3 and the preceding proof hold for infinite extensions, we

still obtain that H1(Q(F, F)/Q(F))^H2(e(F)). The weak point of the preced-

ing proof is the application of Theorem 5.2, which was proved only for

finite extensions K of C. In order to fill this gap it remains to extend Theorem

5.2 to infinite extensions K of C.

Indeed, if aEHl(Q(K, F)/Q(F)) and K is not necessarily finite over C,

then one readily verifies that aEHl(Q(K', F)/Q(F)) for some finite extension

K' of C, K'C^K. Hence, by Theorem 5.2, it follows that a corresponds to a

central simple algebra 2l£93(A", F)Q®(K, F).

Conversely, if 21 is a finite central simple algebra £93(PJ, P), then 21 is

split also by a field K'QK and (PC: C)< °° ; i.e., 2I£93(A", P) for some finite

extension K' of C. Hence, by Theorem 5.2, 21 corresponds to some

aEHl(Q(K', P)/C(P)). Clearly, Q(K', F) can be considered as a subcomplex

of G(K, F) and, therefore, aEHl(Q(K, P)/e(P)). It is not difficult now, in

view of Theorem 5.2, to prove that this correspondence between

W(e(K, F)/e(F))

and 93(.rv, P) is an isomorphism.

The proof of this remark shows in fact that if K is a union of a linearly

ordered set of field Ka, then both IP(e(K, F)/G(F)) and %(K, F) are limit

groups of Hl(e(Ka, F)/G(F)) and 93(PJa, F), respectively.
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Theorem 5.4 is the unifying frame of both the classical results on the

representation of the Brauer group of the algebras split by a normal extension

and on the Brauer group of the algebras split by a purely inseparable exten-

sion of exponent 1. The proof of this fact is the object of the following sections.

We shall deal from now on only with the complex 6(F), and we shall de-

note its cohomology groups by H"(F) or by Hn(F/C), and its derivation will

be denoted by An.

We shall treat separately the two cases: (1) F be a normal extension of C,

(2) F he a purely inseparable extension of C of exponent 1.

6. Normal fields. In this section we assume that F is a finite normal ex-

tension of C with a group of automorphisms G. Let ai, ■ • ■ , am he the auto-

morphisms of F over C. First we determine the structure of the ring Fn.

Lemma 6.1. F2 = Fea,® ■ ■ ■ © Fe„m where ea are primitive idempotents in F2

satisfying: (l®h)ea = a(h)ea.

This result is well known (e.g. [10] and [5]), but we shall produce here

a different proof which will yield some additional information on the idem-

potents ea.

Proof. We consider F2 both as a ring and as a left F-module by setting

hr = (h®l)r, for hEF and rEF2.

Let N be the ideal in F2 generated by the set {h®l — l®h; hEF}. Since

F is a separable extension of C, the ring F2 is semi-simple. Hence F2 = N@Ni,

where Ni is an ideal in F2. It follows now from the definition of N that

NX^F2/N^:F; hence, Ni is a minimal ideal in F2 which implies that Nx = Fe

where e is a primitive idempotent. Clearly, the definition of N yields that:

he = (h ® l)e = (1 <g> h)e.

For a fixed aEG, the mapping a®l of F®F is readily seen to be an iso-

morphism of the latter over 1®F. Hence, the element ea = (a®l)e is also a

primitive idempotent of F2. Furthermore, since (h®l)e = (1 ®h)e it follows

that

(6.1)        a(h)ea = (a® l)[(h ® l)e] = (a ® 1)[(1 ® h)e] = (1 ® h)ea.

In particular this relation implies that all idempotents ea are different.

The number of these idempotents is equal to the order of g = (F: C) = (F2: F).

Hence, clearly, F2 = Fea,® • ■ ■ ©Fe„m, q.e.d.

We shall denote in the following theorem: /j(i) = l® ■ ■ • ®h® ■ • • ®1,

where hEF stands in ith place and 1 elsewhere, (a) = (cti, • • • , a») will de-

note an w-tuple of elements a.GG.

We now extend the result of the previous lemma and we show:

Lemma 6.2. F"+1= £Fc(<«), where the sum is direct and it ranges over all

n-tuples (a) of elements of g. The element C(0) is a primitive idempotent which is

uniquely determined by the condition:
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(6.2) A(i)e(alt...,a„) = otiai ■ • • a>i-i(h)e(ai,...,an), i = 2, • • • , n + 1

and by definition, h(-l)eM=he^a).

Proof. The proof is carried out by induction on n. The case n = 1 has been

proved in the preceding lemma. Suppose the lemma is true for n, then since

Pn+1= X^e(«). («) = («!, • • • , <xn), it follows that P»+2 = JlPe<.°)®F, and we

shall show that

FeM ® F = 2^2 Pe<.<*i.---.«n.y)>    where    y = an an-i • • • cti 0.

Indeed, let p: F®F^>Fe^a)®F be the isomorphism defined by: p(h®k)

= he^)®k. Note that p is also an P-isomorphism between the two P-modules:

F®F and FeM®F, namely: p(hx) =hp(x) for hEF and x£P2. It follows by

the preceding lemma that F®F=2^,Pep, hence Fe(a)®F=2^,Pp(ep), and

clearly p(ep) is a primitive idempotent in Fn+2. Our next aim is to show that:

(6.3) p(eis) = eiai,...ian,y),   where   y = an   • • • «i /3.

Now e(a) ® 1 is the unit of Pe(a) ® F and p is an P-isomorphism, hence it

follows by (6.2) that: for » = 1, 2, • • ■ , n + 1

h^P(e0) = &«>(e«o ® l)p(<*) = (h^ew ® l)p(e0)

= («!••• ai-i(h)eM ® l)p(ep) = aia2 • ■ ■ on-i(h)(eta) 0 l)p(ep)

= aia2 • • • a{-i(h)p(ef)),

and for i = n-\-2

A("+2)p(e^) = p[(l 0 h)e0] = P[0(h)e0] = p(h)p(e0)

= «i«2 • ■ ■ any(h)p(e0)    where    y = an an-i • • • ai j8,

which proves (6.3). The proof of the rest of the lemma is now evident. We

only point out that (6.2) implies that all the e(a> are different and that their

number is equal to (Pn+1: P).

The main object of the present section is the following theorem:

Theorem 6.1. Let F be a finite normal extension of C with the Galois group

of automorphism G, then Hn(F) =Hn(F*, G).

Proof. Let C„ = Homj(P*, Gn) be the multiplicative group of all functions

of G" into P*. In the present proof we shall use the following definition for

H"(F*,G):
The sequence

5°       51 5"
(6.4) Co^Ci-*->C„->

with the coderivation
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(8nf)(ah ■ ■ ■ , an+i) = ax(f(a2, ■ ■ ■ , an+i))

n

(6.5) • H/(ai, ■ • • , aiai+i, ■ ■ ■ , an+i)(_1)'/(ai, • • • , a„)c_1)n_1
i—i

yield the cohomology groups Hn(F*, G)=kernel 6"/Image 5n_1.

We shall exhibit an isomorphism cr between this complex and the complex

C(F) defined in (5.6b) but in which we omit the first member, namely:

Ai        A2 A„
(6.6) f*-+f2*-^  ■ ■ • ->F»*->   • • • .

In other words we shall define an isomorphism cr: Fn+1*—>Honv(F*, Gn) such

that crAn+i = 5"cr for all w^O.

Since Fn+1= £Fe(a), it follows that for aEFn+1,

(6.7) o«(oi,•••,«„) = fa(ai, •    ■ , a>.)e(«!,...,„„), for some/„((a)) £ F,

and conversely, for any set of elements /((a))£F we define an element

afEFn+1 by

(6.8) «/=E/((«))*(-)•

Clearly, aEFn+1*, i.e., a is a regular element, if and only if fa((a)) 9^0 for

all (a). Furthermore, since the idempotents e^ are orthogonal, the mappings

a—>/, and/—>ci/ are inverse mappings between Fn+1 and the set of all functions

of gn into F. The isomorphism cr which we need is defined by:

o-(a) = fa and, therefore, o-~x(f) = a/.

Thus, cr is a one to one map of F"+1* onto Homj(F*, gn). To prove that cr is

actually an isomorphism between these groups, we observe that:

fab((a))ela) = (ab)eM = afb((a))eM = fb((a))fa((oi))e(a),

which shows that a(ab) =a(a)a(b).

We turn now to the last stage in our proof which is to show that crAn+i

= 5"cr. That is, for every a£Fn+l we must have

(5nfa)(ai,   ■   ■   ■   , OCn+i)   = /lB+l0(«l,   •   •   •  ,  OCn+i).

We begin the proof by computing the right side of this equation. It follows

by (5.4) and (6.6) that:
n+l

fAn+ia((a))eia) = (A„+ia)e(a) = II «.<«)(-I)"+1-'e(«)

(6.9)
V n+l

= n /««.)((«)) (-i)n+i-'c(a),

where ei = eFn+1-',,-.
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First we compute the functions/„,,- for elements of the form a = hi® ■ ■ •

®hn+i = hr) • ■ • fc£+iD. We recall that hf = 1 0 ■ • • ®ht® ■ ■ ■ 01 with h(
standing in the ith place.

Now ei(a)=€Fn+1-<,i(a)=hi® ■ ■ ■ ®hi®l®hi+i® ■ ■ ■ ®hn+i = h(i'> • • •

tifhtft? ■ • ■ hft?. It follows, therefore, by (6.2) that for i = l, 2, • • ■ , n + 1

..... .   . ;(D CO    «+2) (n+2)
fii(a)(\a))eW   =   «f(o)C(a)   =   hi       •   •   •  Hi    rli+l       ■   •   ■  Hn+l    £(«)

= hi[ai(hi)][aia2(h3)] • • • [oi • • ■ a,_i(/z,)][ai ■ ■ ■ ai-iCtiCti+^hi+i)]
(6.10)

• [aia2 • • • an+i(hn+i)]eia)

= fa(oti, an, ■ ■ • , cticti+i, a,+2, • • • , an+i)e(ai,- ■ -,an+i),

since, by (6.2),

, (1)    (2) (n+D

Oe(ai,...,a,.ai+l,...aB+1)  —   hi    hi      •   •   ■  hn+l   e(a1,...,aiaj+i,..-,an+i)

= Ai[ai(^2)] ■••[«!••• cti-i(hi)][ai • ■ ■ aj_ia,-at-+i(A,-+1)] • • •

•[ai • • • an+i(hn+i)].

Since fb((a)) +fc((a)) =fb+c((oi)), it follows readily that (6.10) is valid for all

aEF"+\
For i = 0 and a the element dealt with above, we obtain:

J- If   \\ t   \ L(,)t(,) Z.("+2)
/("(«)(W)C(«) = «o(oje<a) = hi h2    ■ ■ ■ hn+i e(ai,.. .,an+1)

(6.10a) = [ai(Ai)][ai«2(^2)] • • ■ [aticti ■ • • an(kn+i)]eM

= «i[(/a(a2, • • • , a„+i)]e(a),

since by (6.2) one obtains in a similar way that/0(a2, • • • , an+i) = hi[a2(h2)]

• • • [a8 • • ■ ctn+i(hn+i)]. For i = n + l,

,*  «/m_\ f*n+iw((ot))e(a) = en+i(a)ew = hi    ■ ■ ■ hn+i   e(a)
(6.10b)

= hi[ai(hi)] ■ ■ ■ [cti ■ ■ ■ an(hn)]e^a) = fa(ai, • ■ ■ , an)eM,

and from the reason stated above it follows that (6.10a) and (6.10b) for all
aEFn+\

The required relation that <rAn+1 = bna follows now, by inserting the three

results (6.10), (6.10a) and (6.10b) in (6.9) and by comparing the outcome

with (6.5). Consequently, cr is a cochain isomorphism between the complexes

(6.4) and (6.6) and it induces, therefore, the isomorphism H"(F*, G)=Hn(F).

In particular, the last theorem together with Theorem 5.1 proves the

classical representation of the Brauer group 93(P) of the central simple alge-

bras split by P:

Theorem 6.2. 93(P) =H2(F*, G).
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7. The inseparable case of exponent 1. For the purpose of the present

section we assume that C is a field of characteristic py^O and that F is a purely

inseparable extension of C oi exponent 1.

Let Nn he the ideal of the ring Fn generated by the set {h— hu); hEF},

and as in the preceding section h(i) = l® ■ ■ ■ ®h® ■ ■ ■ ®1, where h stands

in the tth place. As in the normal case one verifies that Fn/Nn^F, but in the

present case Nn is a nilpotent ideal, and for every nENn, np = 0. Indeed, let

n= *52rij(hj — hf), then np= Erf/AJ —(/fj)(i)) =0; since F is a separable ex-
tension of C of exponent 1, which implies that hj =CjEC and by the definition

of the tensor product with respect to C, it follows that c,- = cf = 0.

Thus Nn is the radical of the ring F°n. Let Nn= {1 +n; nENn}, then 7V°

is a multiplicative subgroup of Fn*. Moreover, since Fn = F+®N„ is a sum

of the additive groups of the elements of F and of the elements of N%, it

follows that every r£F"* has the form r=a+n, ay^O, aEF and ra£7Vn.

Hence, r = a(l+cr1n) =ar1(l+m) and w£7V„. This proves that Fl* = F*K;

and it follows, therefore, that F"*/A^F*.

Returning back to the isomorphisms €j = eF»-i,,- we note that these iso-

morphisms map also N„ into N„+1. Consequently, the coderivation A„ maps

also N„ into A^+J which means that the following sequence:

i Ai    o Ai o A„
(7.1) 1 -^ TV! -^ 7Y2 ->->Nn^---

forms a subcomplex of the complex Q(F) defined in (5.2). We shall denote

this comples by Q(N°).

We thus have obtained an exact sequence:

l -> e(N°) -»e(F) -* e(F)/e(N<>) -► l.

It will be shown later that Hn(e(F)/Q(N0)) =1; hence, the cohomology se-

quence obtained by the preceding exact sequence:

i = H"-1(e(F)/e(Na)) -+ Hn(e(N0)) -> Hn(e(F)) -► Hn(e(F)/c(N°)) = l

yield that:

Theorem 7.1. H"(e(N<>))^Hn(G(F)).

To complete the proof of this theorem it remains to show that

H"(Q(F)/e(N0)) = 1.

Indeed, the quotient complex e(F)/e(Na) contains the groups Fn*/7V° for

w^l, and 1 for n=0. These groups can be considered in a natural way

as the multiplicative groups of the regular elements of Fn/Nn. The latter

are isomorphic with F by mapping: h—>h, hEF and, where h denote the

residue class mod Nn represented by the element h. Now the mappings et

clearly induce an isomorphism between Fn/Nn and Fn+1/Nn+i which both

are rings isomorphic with F. Furthermore, clearly the isomorphism, which is
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thus induced in F, leaves the elements of the field C invariant; hence, since

F is purely inseparable extension of C, it follows that this isomorphism is the

identity. Consequently, we obtain that ei(r) = r (mod iV„+i) for every r£F".

In particular, one readily verifies that this implies that ei(r)=r (mod N%+1)

for rEFn*.

It follows, therefore, by (5.4) that e»(r)=r (mod A^+1) if n is even and

e{(r) = l (mod N^+l) if n is odd. In other words, the quotient complex

C(F)/C(N°)

is isomorphic with a complex:

1 —r 1 —> F* —t F* ■ • • —> F* —» • • •

in which the coderivation is alternatively the zero map: r—>1, and the identity

map: r—>r. Evidently, the cohomology groups of such a complex are trivial,

which was required to show.

We can go further in simplifying the complexes in the present case by

replacing the multiplicative groups by additive groups:

Let Nf denote the additive group of the elements of Nn and we set

TVq" = N* =0. Consider the mapping:

n2 np~1
i): »-»l + n + — +■•• + ~.-— ( = exp (»)), n £ Nn.

2! .   (p - 1)1

Since the elements of Nn are nilpotent elements of index p, i.e., np = 0, one

readily verifies that n is an isomorphic mapping of the additive group TV*

onto the multiplicative group TV", and its inverse is the mapping:

m2 m*-1 o
iT1: 1+ »»-»•»»-h • • ■ + (-l)p-■> 1+mENn.

2 p — 1

Since the e, are isomorphisms of F" into F"+1. it follows readily, by the

definition of n, that

(7.2) tii\ = jje,-.

We now use the definition of An of (5.4) also for the additive groups N£.

Namely, we set:

(7.3) A%) = €„(r) - ei(r) + ■■■ + (-l)»«o(f), r £ N+n,

where £» = £/?»-»,<. We thus obtain a complex:

+ Ai A„

which we shall denote by Q(N+). Next we show:
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Lemma 7.1. The isomorphism n is a complex isomorphism of Q(N„) onto

e(N°), and hence, Hn(e(N+)^Hn(e(N0)).

Proof. It was pointed out already that n is an isomorphism of N£ onto

N%. Hence, to complete the proof of this lemma one has to show that T7A+

=Anij. Indeed, first we note that v(x+y) =ri(x)n(y), hence it follows by (7.2)

that for r£7Y+,

(VA+nKr) = v('k (-1)-^)) = fr (^«)(-i)"~i
\ i=0 / i'=l

= II («««) <-«""" = (AnV)(r). q.e.d.
»=i

We note also that the definition A|j~ in (7.3) is good also for all r£P"+,

where Fn+ denotes the additive group of the elements of P\ Hence, the map-

ping A+ may be considered as a coderivation of the complex:

Al An
0—>F+—+ F2+ —>•••—» P"+ —>■■■.

We shall denote this complex by C(P+), and its cohomology groups will be

denoted by H"(F+). The passage from the cohomology groups Hn(G(N+)) to

the new cohomology groups Hn(F+) is similar, but in the opposite direction,

to the passage from Hn(F*) to Hn(e(N0)). Namely, the complex e(N+) is

readily seen to be a subcomplex of Q(F+). The quotient complex G(F+)/e(N+)

contains the groups P"+/7V+=F+, and as in the multiplicative case, this

complex is isomorphic with a complex: 0—>F+^>F+—> ■ • ■ in which the co-

derivation is alternatively the zero map and the identity map, and, conse-

quently its cohomology groups are all trivial. Hence, as before, the exact

sequence:

o -»e(N+) -> e(P+) -► e(F+)/e(N+) -> o

yield that

o = Hn~1(e(F+)/e(N+)) -> H"(e(N+)) -> Hn(F+) -> Hn(e(F+)/e(N+)) = o

whence:

Theorem 7.2. Hn(F+)^H»(e(N+))^H"(F).

We intend now to show that Hn(F+) is isomorphic with a subgroup of the

restricted cohomology group H%(F, £) where £ is the Lie-algebra of deriva-

tion of P over C, and we begin with introducing some basic notions.

A derivation D of P over C is a C-endomorphism of the additive group

P+ satisfying: D(xy) =D(x)y+xD(y). The set £ of all derivations of F over

C form a restricted Lie-algebra in the sense of Jacobson [9]. That is: £ is a

C-space closed with respect to the Lie-bracket: [Du Di]=DiDi—DiDi, and
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with respect with the p-mapping: D-*DP.

The M-algebra \\L of L is defined as follows (see e.g. [6]): Let TL be the

tensor algebra of L; namely, TL= £(+0 ^V where Tj} = C and 7V is the

t-fold tensor product L®L® ■ ■ ■ ®L, and the multiplication in Tl is de-

fined by the canonical map: Tjj ®TL'—*TL<+'. Let PL he the ideal in TL

generated by the elements {x®y—y®x—[x, y]; x, y£P} and by the

elements {xp — xlpl; x£L|, where xp denotes the pth power of the element

xETL, and x[p)£L is the derivation of F obtained as the pth power of x

when the latter is considered as a linear operator of F. Then, the M-algebra

IU = Pi/Pi.
We set, as in [6], Ul = Tt/Pl, where Tt = £i-i TL\ The elements of the

field C are identified with (C, Pl)/Pl- We shall denote by e the canonical

map of Ul—>Ul/Ul , and for every m£Ul we have: e(w)£C and u — e(w)£Ut.

The additive group F+ can be considered in a natural way as a restricted

<C-module, or equivalently (by [6]) as a UL-module. This is achieved by set-

ting:

c(h) = chior hEF and c £ TL» = C, and

[wi ® • • • ® Ui](h) = uiu2 ■ ■ ■ Ui(h), Ui E £,

and by extending it linearly for all elements of TL. Since Pl(F) =0, it follows

that the preceding definition turns F into a Ui-module.

In particular, we note for further applications, that since w(l)=0 for

«£Ui it follows that for arbitrary w£Ul we have u(l)=e(u). Indeed, u(l)

= [u-e(u)](l) + [e(u)](l)=e(u).

The restricted cohomology groups H%(F, £) were defined by Hochschild

in [6], as the cohomology groups Hn(A\L, F). In what follows we shall use

the following definition of the cohomology groups Hn(W.L, F): Let Homc(U2, F)

be the additive group of all C-linear functions /: Ut® • • • ®Ul—>F. The

sequence of these groups Homc(U", F) is a cochain complex with the code-

rivation(10):

(8"/)(«i, • • • ,un+i) = (—l)n+1uif(u2, ■ ■ ■ , un+i)

(7.4) »
+  2^  (-l)n+1_'/(«l.  ■   '   •  , UiUi+i,  ■   ■   ■ )   + /(«i,  •   •  •  , Un)e(un+l),

t=l

and H%(F, L) =H»(UlF) = Kernel d"/Image 5»-i.

Next we turn the ring F"+1 into a C/£-module as follows:

For v= Ui® • • • ®w„£UL and a = ho® • ■ • ®hn, we set:

(7.5) («i ® • • • ® un)(a) = ho[ui[h2u2[ • ■ ■ [h„-iun(hn)] • • • ]}}.

For example,

(l0) Note the difference in the sign ( —l)n+1 between this definition of Sn and the classical

definition of e.g. [6].
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Ui(ho 0 hi) = h<,Ui(hi),       («i 0 u2)(h0 0 /fi 0 hi) = ho[ui[hiUi(h2)]], etc.

and one extends the definition (7.5) linearly to all aEFn+1 and all z>£u". It

is now easily verified that Fn+1 is a well defined U£-module.

To any a£P"+1 we associate a function/a£Homc(U£, P) defined as fol-

lows:

(7.6) fa(ui, ■ ■ ■ , Un) = («i 0 • • • 0 un)(a), ut £ Ui.

First we show:

Lemma 7.2. The mapping p:a—>/„ is a monomorphism of Fn+1 into

Homc(UL, P) satisfying pAn+i = onp.

Since fca = cfa lor cEC and fa+b=fa+fb, it follows that p is a homomor-

phism, and Corollary 7.1 (to be proved later) implies that p is actually a

monomorphism.

It remains now to prove that pA„+t = b"p. It follows by definition of p and

of An+i that

tn+l -1 n+1

E  (-D"+1-^0)       =   £   (-l)"+1-/e.(a),
t=0 J i-0

and we first compute the functions /ei(„) for elements a£Pn+1 of the form

a = h0®h® ■ ■ ■ ®hn = hll)hf ■ ■ ■ ti£+l). We recall that h(i) = l® ■ ■ -®h

0 • • ■ 01, with h standing in the ith place.

It follows readily by the definition of e,- = 6F"+1_*',» that:

(7.8) «<(A«>) = h<» for/ < i, and e,(&«>) = /*«+1> for j > i.

Hence, e0(a) =e0(C)*o(/*f) ■ • ■ «o(/#+1>) =hfhf ■ ■ ■ h?+2\ which im-

plies, by (7.5), that:

.„   -   .   /eo(")(Ml>   -   -   '  , «n+l)
(7-9a)

=   Ul[h0U2[   ■   ■   •  hn-lU„+l(hn+i)]   •   •   •   ]   =   Ulfa(u2,   '   •   •  ,  W„+l).

If i = l, 2, • ■ ■ , n then we obtain by (7.8) and (7.5) that:

, . ,,(i). /,("+1>x       ,<!> t<0 ;(,+2) ;(n+2)
u(a) = ti(h0  ) ■ ■ • u(hn      ) = h0    ■ ■ ■ «,_i«,-       • • • hn

Hence,

/ei(a)(«l,   •   '   •   ,  «n+l)

/»   «, n ^ ^ N/,'1' .(0,(t+2) ,(n+2)
(7.9b) = («i 0 ■ • • 0 m„+i)(«o    • • ■ hi-ihi       • • • «n      )

= h0Ui[hi ■ ■ • Ui-i[hi-iUiUi+i[hi ■ ■ ■ un+i(hn)] ■ • • ]]

= fa(Ul,   •   ■   •   ,  UiUi+l,   •   •   •   ,  Un+l).

lli = n + l then en+i(a) =h^hf ■ ■ ■ hf and, therefore,
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,„   „  s   /«.+l(»)(«l>   '  -   -  > M«+l)   =   («1 ®   ■   ■   •   ® «n+l)(«0      •   •   • K        )
(1. 9c)

= h0[ui[hi • • • un[hnun+i(l)] •••]]= fa(ui, • • • , un)e(Un+i),

since it was shown that wn+i(l) =e(un+i) EC and all the operators «,- commute

with the elements of the field C.

The mappings e< are isomorphisms and/„+& =fa+fb holds for all a, 6£F"+1;

hence, it follows that the three relations (7.9a), (7.9b) and (7.9c) hold for all
aEFn+1.

The requirement that pAn+1 = 5"p is equivalent to the condition that:

/a„+1<«) = (pA„+i)(a) = (8"p)(a) = «»/„,

and this is now readily obtained by inserting the three relations (7.9) into

(7.7) and comparing the outcome with (7.4).

We intend now to show that p induces an isomorphism of the cohomology

groups Hn(F+) into the restricted cohomology groups H^(F, £). To this end

we have to consider a certain base of £:

Let (F: C) =pk, then it is known that F=C[xi, • • •, xk] where x% = dEC.

Every hEF can be expressed uniquely in the form h=f(xi, • • ■ , xk) where/

is a polynomial in the x's of degree <p in each x,-. We define a derivation

DiE£ of F over C by setting Di(h) =df/dxit where d/dx< is the formal partial

derivation of polynomials / with respect to the variable x». Evidently, Dt is a

well defined derivation and Dj(xi)=8,,j.

The derivations Du • • • , Dk are an F-base of £. Indeed, if D££ then

Do = D— £Z7i(xy)P't is also a derivation of F and Do(xt) =0 for all x,-. This

immediately implies that D9 = 0, whence D= £7?i(Xj)D,-, and our assertion

follows since the derivations Di are F-independent.

We shall denote by Uo the C-subalgebra of Ul generated by the deriva-

tions Di. One readily verifies that Uo is a commutative algebra and that

D? = 0.
We introduce the following shortenings of notations: (t>) = (vi, ■ ■ ■ , vk) be

^-tuples of non-negative integers. We shall adopt the accepted definition of

the sum of vectors: (v,) + (p,) = (vi+pA.

If a = (d, • • • , ak) is a vector of elements in any commutative ring then

we set a^v) =a11cz2'2 • • • akk and a(0) = 1. One readily verifies the following rule.

aW-aW = aW+W.

In particular, for D = (DU ■ • • , Dk) we have Z?<-> =Z3? • ■ • P>i*£U0 and

Dw =0 if some Vi>p. It seems to be more convenient to consider the following

elements of Uo:

(7.10a) Dit) = (ni • • • vk\)-lD<-'\

Similarly to the Leibnitz' rule, one shows that:

(7.10b) DM(ab) =       £      Da)(a)ip)(b).
(A)+(p) = (K)
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For hEF, we put d,(h) = hu+l) — hu), j=l, • ■ ■ , n, and we recall again

that ft01 = 10 ■ ■ ■ ®h® • ■ • ® 1 with h in the /th place. Let x = (xu ■ ■ ■ ,xk)

be the vector whose coordinates are the generators x< which were chosen

above, then we set dj = dj(x) = (dj(xi), • • • , dj(xk)); and, thus, df* =dj(xi)n

• • ■ dj(xk)"k. These elements are of importance as seen in the following

lemma:

Lemma 7.3. The elements {d[n)d(2V2) ■ ■ ■ d™; (v%)=(viU ■ ■ ■ , vik), p>vi}

2;0} form an F-base of Pn_1, and for every a£P"+1 the following holds:

(7.11) a = 2~Lf°(D("i), ■ ■ ■ , Di^di1   ■ ■ ■ dn"

where fa was defined in (7.6).

Proof. If hEF, then h = g(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xk) is a polynomial of degree <p in

each Xi. Since x"+1) =xf+dj(xi), it follows by the Taylor expansion for poly-

nomials that:

, C/+D     ,w+i)/ N     ,/ w+i) o+D,
«        = /       (*i> ••-,**)= f(*i     , • ■ ■ ,xk     )

= f(xi    + dj(xi), ■ ■ ■ , xk    + dj(xk))

= 2~2 W • • • vmI)    (d/dxi  ■ ■ ■ dxk)f] ' d]\xi) ■ ■ ■ d]k(xk)

= Z [DW(»)]T

Namely,

(A) hU+1) = 2Z[DUh)]U)dT lor hEF-

Hence,

[Dir)(h)]a) = 2Z [BwIUwWH^H, for/ > 1,

which implies that

*w_i) = 2Z [DW[DW«]r^,w.
00. GO

By repeating this process we obtain:

h     = 2Z [Z?(Fl)Z>(„) • • • D(v0(h)]dil di2   ■ ■ ■ di"
(d)

for I = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , n + 1.

It follows now easily from (B) that every o£Pn+1 can be expressed as a

linear combination of the elements {d["^d^ ■ ■ ■ dn^} with coefficients in P.
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The number of the latter is exactly (Fn+1: F)=pkn, since one has only to

consider the ^-tuples (vA with 0^Vij<p; hence, these elements are an F-base

of Fn+1, which proves the first part of the lemma.

Formula (B) which we have obtained above is exactly (7.11) for a=h'-l).

This is a consequence of (7.6), (7.5) and that:

(DlPl) ® • • • ® D{Vn))(h') = (Din) ■ ■ ■ Din))(h) if (v,+i) = • • • = („„) = (0)

and zero otherwise.

Let a = h01) ■ ■ • h*+1)EFn+\ then it follows by (B) that:

a = ho   (£ D^h^di1 )•••(£ [Din) ■ • • DM(hn)]di     ■ ■ • dn" )

=     E ga((pi),   ■   ■   ■   ,  (pn))dl 1     •   •   ■  dn "   ,

and

ga((pi), ■ • ■ , (pn)) = £ hoDini)(hi)[Din*)D(,fr(h2)] • • • [£>(,,») • • ■ £(o(^»)]

where the sum ranges over all ^-tuples (v*) such that:

(Vi) +   ■   ■   ■  +  (fi)   =   (pi),  •   •   •  ,  (Vi)  +   ■   •   •   +  (fi)   =   (pi),  •   •   •  ,  (vn)   =   (pn).

One verifies easily by (7.10b) that:

&>((pi), • • • , (pn)) = hoDin)[hiD!n)[h2Din)[ ■ ■ ■ [hn-iD(Pn)(hn)] ■•■]]]

= (P><P1) ® • • • ® D(Pn))(h0 hi    ■ ■ ■ hn      ) = fa(D(nh ■ ■ ■ , Z>(/,„)),

which proves the validity of (7.11) for elements a = h01)hf) ■ ■ ■ hn+1). The

rest follows now from the fact that if (7.11) holds for two elements a, b then

it is valid also for the element a+b.

A simple consequence of (7.11) is the following:

Corollary 7.1. a = 0 if and only if f^D^^, ■ • • , D^j) =0 for all D^n)EUo-

We are now in position to deal with an inverse homomorphism of the

homomorphism p given in Lemma 7.2:

For any function/£Homc(U", F) we shall denote by cr(/) =af an element

of F"+1 defined as follows:

(7.12) at = £/(£(,!), • • • , DM)d["° ■ ■ ■ di'"'.

Then:

Lemma 7.4. The mapping a:f-^at is an epimorpism of rIomo(Ui, F) on

Fn+1 satisfying: (1) ap=identity, (2) The restrictions of pa(f) and f on Ul coin-

cide: (3) <rSi1=An+i(r.
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Proof. It follows from (7.12) that tr is a homomorphism, and (7.11) implies

that it is an epimorpism. Furthermore, the uniqueness of (7.11) implies by

comparing it with (7.12) that ap(a) =a for aEFn+1, which proves (1). Indeed,

<rp(a) = Ep(«)(^{'i)i ' " - > P>i'n))di1   • • ■ dn"

= 2~2MD(n), • • • , D,,n))di'   ■ ■ ■ dn"   = a.

The same reason yields that/<r(„)(!>(,,), • • • , D{Vn))=f(D^l-), • • • , DM) lor

all P\,)£Uo, which readily implies that the restrictions of pa(a) =/„(„) and /

on US coincide.

To prove (3) of Lemma 7.4, we observe that a(f)=a(g) if and only if

fo = go, where/o denotes the restriction of/£Homc(U£, F) to U^ With this

notation, condition (2) of our lemma means that [p<r(/)]o=/o. One also veri-

fies easily that if fo = go then (bnf)o = (5ng)o- Hence, it follows from (2) that

[(bnpa)(f)]o = [o"/]o, which implies by the preceding remarks that abnpa=ahn.

It follows, therefore, by (1) of our lemma and by Lemma 7.2 that:

oSn = oS"po- = o-pA„+io- = An+ia. q.e.d.

Combining now the results of Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.4 we obtain the

following situation: The homomorphism p of Lemma 7.2 induces a homo-

morphism p* of IIn(F+) into Hn(ViL, F); on the other hand, the homomor-

phism a of Lemma 7.4 induces a homomorphism a* of Hn(W.L, F) and (1) of

Lemma 7.4 implies that <r*p* = identity mapping of Hn(F+). From which one

readily verifies:

Theorem 7.3. p* is an isomorphism of H"(F+) into H%(F, £) =Hn(\XL, F),

andp*[(IIn(F+)]is a direct summand of Hl(F, £), i.e. H*(F, £) = p*[Hn(F+)\

®a*-\0).

In particular, it follows by Theorem 7.2 and Theorem 5.4 that:

Theorem 7.4. The Brauer group 93(P) of all central simple algebras over C

which are split by F is isomorphic with a subgroup of the restricted cohomology

group Hl(£, F).

A result of this type was obtained by Hochschild in [7] and probably the

canonical map of Ext(P, £) into H2(F, £) maps the "regular extensions" of

£ by F, which were introduced by Hochschild in [7], onto the group

p*[H2(F+)}, but we were unable to carry out the complicated computations

involved in proving this result.

In the proof of Lemma 7.4 we have observed that a(f) =a(g) if and only

if the restriction /0, go of / and g, respectively, on US coincide. It follows,

therefore, that a induces an isomorphism of Homc(US, P) onto Pn+1, and,

thus, Lemma 7.4 implies that a induces also the following isomorphism:
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Theorem 7.5. H»(F+)^H»(l\o, F).

One still would like to have an invariant characterization of the image

p*(7T»(F+)).
8. An application. In the present section we apply the preceding theory

of the representation of the Brauer group to prove another result of Hochs-

child [8] with a slight generality.

Let F be the algebraic closed extension of a field C oi characteristic py^O.

Let 33(F/C) denote the Brauer group of all finite dimensional central simple

algebras over C (and, evidently, split by F). Let Q(F/C) he the complex:

1 -» F* -> (F ®c F)* -> • • • ->(F ®c F ®c ■ ■ ■ ®c F)* ->•

The cohomology groups of this complex will be denoted by Hn(F/C), since

we want to emphasize the role of the field C.

In view of Remark 5.2 and Theorem 5.4, it follows that H2(F/C)^$(F/C).

Consider now the mapping 7r_1: a—>allp for aEF®c • ■ ■ ®cF. Since 7r_1

is an automorphism of F and w1 maps C onto C1,p it follows that 7r_1 maps

F®c ■ ■ • ®cFonto F®e1/p • • • ®cllpF. Hence, 7r_1 maps isomorphically the

groups of the complex Q(F/C) onto Q(F/Cllp). Furthermore, it follows im-

mediately from the definition of e< in (5.2) and the definition of An in (5.3),

that7rA=A7r. Consequently:

Theorem 8.1. The automorphism ir:a-^allp induces an isomorphism

H^F/O^H^F/C1'").

In particular, it follows for « = 2 that:

Theorem 8.2. 93(F/C)^33(F/C1/").

A more detailed study of this mapping gives more information on the

isomorphism between the Brauer group 33(F/C) of all central simple algebras

over C and the Brauer group 93(F/C1/p) of all algebras over C1,p, and first we

prove:

Lemma 8.1. Every algebra 21 over C is similar (in the sense of Brauer) to an

algerbra 33p.

Proof. Let aEH2(F/C) which corresponds to A. From the definition of

the complex Q(F) and the mappings eF"-',i and An in (5.2), (5.3), it is easily

verified that allpEH2(F/C). Let S3 be the central simple algebra correspond-

ing to allp, then one concludes from the isomorphism H2(F/C)=$8(F/C) that

93p is similar to 21.

To determine the isomorphism of Theorem 8.2, we observe that if

aEH2(F/C) and corresponds to 21, then one has to consider a1,p in that

theorem not as EH2(F/C) but as a cocycle of H2(F/Cllp) to which corre-

sponds an algebra 2Ii/p over Cllp. It is not difficult to show that the inclusion
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mapping of the cocycles of H2(F/C) into H2(F/Cllp) is equivalent to the

correspondence of the algebras 21 over C to their field extension 210 C1,p over

CUp. Hence, in our case we have that 2Ii/p is similar to the algebra 93 0 C1/p,

where 93P=2I and both correspond to the cocycle a11".

Thus, we have shown that the isomorphism of Theorem 8.2 is the cor-

respondence 21—>930cC1/p where 93P=2I. Since this mapping maps 93(P/C)

onto 93(P/C1/p) and 93 is an algebra over C, it follows:

Theorem 8.3. Every central simple algebra D over Cllp is similar to an

algebra 5Do0C1/p where S)o is a central simple algebra over C.

This result, in a different version, has been obtained by Hochschild in

[8] using a different method.
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